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STUDY ON THE MOTIVATIONAL SYSTEM STRUCTURE OF THE
STUDENTS FROM VARIOUS FIELDS OF EDUCATION
CORROBORATED WITH THE PRACTICE OF PHYSICAL
EDUCATION AND SPORT
Studiu privind structura sistemului motivaţional al studenţilor din diferite arii de
învăţământ coroborat cu practicarea educaţiei fizice şi sportului
Prof. univ.dr.Vasilica GRIGORE1,
U.N.E.F.S. Bucharest
Conf. univ. dr. Liliana BECEA,
U.P.B.
Rezumat. Acest studiu evidenţiază structura motivaţionala a studenţilor din
diferite arii de învăţământ referitor la practicarea sportului. Material şi metodă:
Imaginea sistemului motivaţional general particularizată la sistemul motivaţional
tipic studenţilor de la Educaţie Fizică şi Spor şi de la Învăţământul Tehnic.
Chestionarul a fost aplicat si a surprins trei aspecte şi 15 motive privind motivaţia
fiecărui student participant in studiu. Rezultate: Configuraţia structurii
motivaţionale a studenţilor participanţi sistematic la pregătire în diferite arii
educaţionale (EFS şi Înv. tehnic) prezintă diferenţe în legătură cu influenţele
exerciţiilor fizice asupra dezvoltării personale, a dezvoltării calităţilor psihologice
şi a importanţei acestora pentru activitatea profesională viitoare. Concluzii:
Configuraţia structurii motivaţionale a studenţilor participanţi sistematic la
pregătire în diferite arii educaţionale (Educaţie Fizică şi Sport şi Învăţământ tehnic)
prezintă diferenţe în legătură cu influenţele exerciţiilor fizice asupra dezvoltării
personale, a dezvoltării calităţilor psihologice şi a importanţei acestora pentru
activitatea profesională viitoare.
Cuvinte cheie: sport, motivaţie, student
Abstract. The paper aims to highlight the motivation’s structure of students
majoring in different areas related to sport practice. The configuration of the
general motivational system conducted to the motivational system typical for
students majoring in Physical Education and Sport and Polytechnic they specialize
in. The questionnaire was applied to reveal three aspects and 15 motives concerning
the motivation of each student participating in the research. The results confirm
that Motivational structure configuration of the students involved in different
educational areas (EFS and technical education) reveals differences regarding the
influence of physical exercises on personal development, on development of
psychological qualities and on the future profession. Conclusions: Motivational
structure configuration of the students involved in different educational areas (EFS
and technical education) reveals differences regarding the influence of physical
exercises on personal development, on development of psychological qualities and
on the future profession.
Keywords: sport, motivation, student
1
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Introduction
Motivation, component of human personality, dynamic and evolutionary system,
develops and supports his behaviour. It brings together “all the dynamic factors that determine
an individual's behaviour” (Sillamy, 1996, quote in Golu, 2005).
“The theories on necessities explain motivation by having some needs that the
individual tries to satisfy” (Levy-Leboyer, in Doron, Parot, 1999).
In the human psyche system, motivation meets following functions: the energypropellant factor, activating and stimulating, targeting factor, mediator and regulator of human
activity, being the first chronological element of any human activity. Motivational components
are numerous, ranging in origin, satisfying way and functions. They include the needs,
purposes, interests, beliefs, trends, intentions, desires, aspirations, expectations.
So, understanding the people who participate in sports might be an interesting issue;
sport must be an integral part of any person’s harmony with their own projects and future
personal development environment.
Because school (generally speaking) might be boring and frustrating sometimes, we
consider that sport is an appropriate way to maximize the interest and motivation for new
experiences, increasing self-confidence, for providing pleasure and satisfaction “ in setting and
working toward goals, acquiring new knowledge, developing their skills, satisfying their
curiosity – in a word, learning” (Brophy, 2004).
In opinion of the above mentioned author “motivation is subjective and focused on the
reasons behind our choices and actions”.
Because “ sport promotes mental health and peace of mind… and can relieve natural
hostilities, aggressiveness and competitiveness”(Zneimer, 2000, apud Briggs, 2001), is a
source for having fun and leisure moments, in the present paper we tried to reveal some motive
in respect to which the students should practise different sport branches.
The aim of the research: highlighting the configuration of motivation structure of the
students majoring in Physical Education and Sport and Technical education corroborated with
the practice of Physical Education and Sport
Research hypothesis The education areas determine significant differences among the
motivational systems defined in relation to the practice of physical education and sport.
Methods used: scientific-methodical literature review, questionnaire, statistical and
mathematical methods.
Procedure
The applied questionnaire, focused on three aspects related to the motivation of each
student participating in the research:
A - Personal development,
B - The development of the psychological qualities
C - The importance of certain motives for their future professional activity.
For each aspect of interest, there were 5 questions referring to different motives.
Thus, the items for group A are: A1 – Harmonious physical development, A2 – The
development of a strong personality, A3 – The improvement of the performance capacity, A4 –
The increase of self-confidence, A5 – A better social integration.
6
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For group B, the following items were established: B1 – The development of the
capacity of psychological resilience, B2 – The improvement of the intellectual qualities, B3 –
The development of the emotional intelligence, B4 – The development of the self-regulation
capacity, B5 – The improvement of the communication ability.
The group C contains the items: C1 – The optimisation of the collaboration
relationships with the colleagues, C2 – Gathering of new knowledge on the activity specific to
the field, C3 – Affiliation to a group...., C4 – Possibilities for personal development, C5 –
Safety and stability.
The evaluation was made based on a five-step scale.
The assessment of the results obtained by the processing of the questionnaire was a
quantitative one, through percentual comparisons of the options of the UNEFS’ students versus
the UPS’ ones concerning the items applied, and qualitative by expressing in points the results
obtained by the two surveyed groups of students. Points were awarded for each step according
to the importance for each person. Thus, 5= most important to me; 4= very important to me; 3=
important to me; 2= less important to me; 1= not important to me.
This survey, carried out between January .and May 2012, was performed on 160
subjects, of which 90 students of UNEFS and 70 students of UPB.
Results and discussions
In Table 1 we display the results obtained by applying the questionnaire.
Table no 1. The results obtained by applying the questionnaire

B

C

ITEMS

GR0UPS OF
ITEMIS

A

THE MOST
IMPORTANT
1
o

N subjects

VERY
IMPORTANT
2
o

N subjects

3

LESS
IMPORTANT
4

NOT
IMPORTANT
5

N subjects

No subjects

No subjects

IMPORTANT

o

UNEFS

UPB

UNEFS

UPB

UNEFS

UPB

UNEFS

UPB

UNEFS

UPB

A1

11

38

53

19

26

12

0

1

0

0

A2

8

25

23

23

47

17

5

5

0

0

A3

14

17

38

22

30

22

7

7

1

2

A4

5

27

40

35

42

4

2

4

1

0

A5

0

15

5

35

84

12

0

5

1

3

B1

14

30

43

27

33

10

0

3

0

0

B2

12

25

27

31

51

7

0

4

0

3

B3

3

9

22

26

64

22

1

10

1

3

B4

16

13

36

31

36

21

2

2

2

3

B5

1

20

12

33

67

12

8

5

8

0

C1

16

25

28

31

30

12

14

1

2

1

C2

47

14

25

33

22

14

0

7

0

2

C3

7

14

25

29

55

21

2

5

1

1

7
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ITEMS

GR0UPS OF
ITEMIS

THE MOST
IMPORTANT
1
o

N subjects

VERY
IMPORTANT
2
o

N subjects

3

LESS
IMPORTANT
4

NOT
IMPORTANT
5

N subjects

No subjects

No subjects

IMPORTANT

o

UNEFS

UPB

UNEFS

UPB

UNEFS

UPB

UNEFS

UPB

UNEFS

UPB

C4

3

16

62

28

25

24

0

2

0

0

C5

22

23

47

28

20

12

1

4

0

3

In Charts 1, 2, and 3 are shown the quantitative analyses of the results expressed in
percentages for the 15 items of the three groups, applied to the two groups of subjects. The
data displayed in the charts, in order to facilitate the better understanding of the phenomenon,
are expressed in integer numbers.

Chat no 1. Personal development

8
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Chat no 2. The development of the psychological qualities

Chat no 3. Importance of certain motives for their future proffesional activity

9
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In Charts 4, 5, and 6 are shown the qualitative analyses of the results expressed in
points for the 15 items of the three groups, applied to the two groups of subjects. The data
displayed in the charts, in order to facilitate the better understanding of the phenomenon, are
expressed in integer numbers.

Chat no 4. Qualitative analysis expressed in points

Chat no 5. The development of the psychological qualities
10
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Chat no 6. Qualitative analysis expressed in points
Discussions
The results presented in table No. 1 and diagrams No.1-6 show a balanced motivational
structure tailored on educational areas in question.
The percentages recorded for the three groups of applied survey items emphasize
differences in opinion among the students of the two institutions. If most of the UNEFS
considers important (52,22% - 93%) the aspects of personal growth and development of
psychological qualities through physical exercises, those of UPB consider these important
issues (52.22%) and major (54,29%), which confirms different influence of the educational
domains on motivation pattern.
The results of the study about the future profession and activity (the importance of
reasons, items C1-C5) reveal that these items are the most important and very important for
students of UNEFS (52.22% - 68.89%) and very important and notable for UPB’ students
(47,14% - 34, 29%). The results recorded on qualitative analysis also revealed significant
differences among the groups of students participating in the research.
The students of UNEFS record lower scores in the first stage of assessment (most
important) than those of the UPB. These data are 660.33 points (A1-A5 items), 528.08 points
(B1-B5 items), 129.37 points (C1-C5 items). The situation is different at the ‘important’ level.
The scores achieved by the students of UNEFS are higher than those of students of
UPB, the differences being of 476.17 points (A1-A5 items), 528.16 points (B1-B5 items),
150.95 points (C1-C5 items).
Low rates and low scores recorded by the students of the both institutions for the three
groups of items were noticed in the last two stages of assessment (less important and
unimportant).
Motivational issue combined with systematic training of the students in the two
educational areas is graphically presented.
11
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Conclusions
We believe that this study achieved its purpose and the research hypothesis was
confirmed.
Motivational structure configuration of the students involved in different educational
areas (EFS and technical education) reveals differences regarding the influence of physical
exercises on personal development, on development of psychological qualities and on the
future profession.
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CORRELATION STUDY BETWEEN DRIVING, EDUCATION AND
FUNCTIONAL DENSITY IN DIFFERENT TYPES OF PHYSICAL
EDUCATION LESSONS FROM 5TH GRADERS IN SEVERAL RURAL
SCHOOLS
Studiu privind corelaţia între densitatea motrică, densitatea pedagogică şi densitatea
funcţională în diferite tipuri de lecţii de educaţie fizică la elevii din clasa a v-a din câteva
şcolii din mediul rural
Associate Prof. PhD Virgil TUDOR,
UNEFS Bucharest
Teacher PhD Viorel-Leontin ZĂGREAN2,
Feldru Scholar Group

Rezumat. Ciclul gimnazial reprezintă segmentul şcolar de importanţă majoră
pentru sistemul de învăţământ, în general şi pentru cel de educaţie fizică, în mod
special. Obiectivele cercetării: stabilirea modelului protocolului de densitate folosit
în cercetare; înregistrarea video a lecţiilor de educaţie fizică şi înregistrarea
datelor în protocolul de densitate; prelucrarea datelor din protocoalele de
densitate; analiza statistică a datelor din protocoalele de densitate; interpretarea
datelor şi stabilirea concluziilor. Concluzii: Analiza comparativă a valorii densităţii
motrice, relevă faptul că în 2 din cele 4 verigi netematice (în ultima verigă
netematică densitatea motrică este zero în cele trei şcoli), respectiv, Pregătirea
organismului pentru efort, Influenţarea selectivă a aparatului locomotor, valoarea
medie este mai mare în lecţiile de educaţie fizică de la Grupul Şcolar Feldru, în
celelalte valoarea medie a densităţii motrice este mai mică.
Cuvinte cheie: densitate, protocolul densităţii, lecţia de educaţie fizică
Abstract. Gymnasium represents the major segment of the educational system, in
general, and the physical one, in particular. Purpose of this study: to achieve a
research ascertaining the degree of the students participation and involvement in
the 5th grade from Feldru Scholar Group, in the instructive educational process of
the physical education and sports lessons. Research objectives: establish the density
model used in the research protocol; video recording of the physical education
lessons and registering the data in the protocol density; data processing in the
protocol density; the statistical analysis from the density protocols; data
interpretation and conclusions underlined. Conclusions: The comparative analysis
of the driving density value reveals that in 2 out of 4 of the non thematic links (in the
last non thematic link the driving density is zero in all 3 schools), respectively,
Prepairing the body for effort, Selective influence of the locomotory system, the
average value is higher during the physical education lessons from the Feldru
Scholar Group, in the others the average value of the driving density is lower.
Key words: density, density protocol, physical education lessons
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Introduction
In terms of teaching physical education, the 5th grade is a special one, this characteristic
being given by:
- Onset in another form of education, higher, in which teaching the subjects is done in
a specialized manner by the teachers;
 - The educational level achieved as a result of having taken the curricula from the
primary grades is very different, only in a few cases, the students demonstrate that they have
minimal achievements on the initial established objectives for teaching physical education at
this level.
- Children interests in achieving any sort of content and their enthusiastic participation
in the practice is high.
- The ddisciplinary behavior of pupils is good, the team of students being easily
handled if hard interventions are applied each time the students enthusiastic actions reach a
certain disorder;
- Calling children to medical exemption is isolated and whenever required, it is
always justified.
Taking into consideration the drawbacks in children’s preparation at the beginning of
the 5th grade, but also their great willingness to perform any content, drives the teacher to make
constant efforts for the students polyvalent training, in full pursuit of specific skills and their
content required by scholar curriculum.
The main reason that led us to realize this research is the fact that in practice, the
density is the first criteria, the first element which is assessed in terms of the quality of the
physical education and sports lessons.
Purpose: to achieve a research ascertaining the degree of the students participation and
involvement in the 5th grade from Feldru Scholar Group, in the instructive educational process
of the physical education and sports lessons.
By registering the three types of density-based protocol, it is expected to obtain
objective information about the quantity and quality of effort in different types of physical
education lessons of the 5th graders from several schools.
Research objectives:
Establish the density model used in the research protocol;
Video recording of the physical education lessons and registering the data in the
protocol density;
Data processing in the protocol density;
The statistical analysis from the density protocols;
Data interpretation and conclusions underlined.
Space and conditions for the research conduct
The research was conducted during the 2011-2012 school year in three schools from
Bistrita-Nasaud: Feldru Scholar Group, "APAlexi" Sîngeorz-Bai Elementary School, "Vasile
Scurtu" Parva Elementary School
Feldru School Group has a gym with 40/20m size room, providing conditions for
conducting the lessons throughout the school year.
School "APAlexi" Sîngeorz-Bai has a gym with 18/9m size, a sports field outdoors
with size 20/40 m.
14
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School "Vasile Scurtu" Parva has a gym with 9/6m size for acrobatic gymnastics and
vaulting machines, and an outdoors sports field with artificial surface, with size 40/19m.
During the research, there were video recording taken for 16 lessons and protocols
density developed, based on which the 3 types of density were established.
During the recorded lessons, there were 33 lesson topics approached, among which
there were lessons with 2 and 3themes.
Spread over the Model components of the physical education, the 33 lesson topics are
distributed as follows: Driving qualities: - 13 lesson topics  39.39%; Sports Games - 8 lesson
topics  24.24; Gymnastics - 6 lesson topics  18,18%; Athletics - 6 lesson topics 18.18%
After the driving skills training stages and the lesson topics, there were discussed: 14
learning themes  42.42%; 13 development themes 39.39%; 6 enhancement themes to
18.18%
The results analysis and interpretation
The main tool, for the study of the correlation between the driving density, the
pedagogical and the functional one, in different types of physical education lessons, for the 5th
graders from the Feldru Scholar Group, was the density protocol.

Tabel no 1. Average values of the dm and dp
No.

Date

1

27.09.2011

2

04.10.2011

3

13.10.2011

4

25.10.2011

5

02.11.2011

6

24.01.2012

7

14.02.2012

8

22.02.2012

9

07.03.2012

10

21.03.2012

11

28.03.2012

Last name
and first name
C. A.
Feldru Scholar Group
C. Ş.
„A.P.Alexi” SîngeorzBăi School
J. C.
„A.P.Alexi” SîngeorzBăi School
C. E.
Feldru Scholar Group
S. A.
Feldru Scholar Group
G. O.
Feldru Scholar Group
G. D.
Feldru Scholar Group
G. I.
Feldru Scholar Group
I. V.
Feldru Scholar Group
C. V.
„Vasile Scurtu” Parva
School
A. V.
Şcoala Generală
15

Driving
density
24'08''=1448''
48,26%
24'13''=1453''

Pegadogical
density
9'13''=553''
18,43%
10'19''=619''

48,43%

20,63%

24'06''=1476''

10'14''=614''

49,20%

20,46%

25'04''=1504''
50,13%
25'12''=1512''
50,40%
24'04''=1474''
49,13%
24'46''=1486''
49,53%
23'12''=1396''
46,53%
24'07''=1447''
48,23%
27'21''=1641''

8'21''=501''
16,70%
10'33''=633''
21,10%
10'05''=635''
21,16%
10'06''=606''
20,20%
11'03''=663''
22,10%
11'39''=699''
23,30%
9'24''=564''

54,70%

18,80%

26'22''=1582''
52,73%

11'02''=662''
22,06%

Total
66,69%
69,06%

70,06%
66,83%
71,50%
70,29%
69,73%
68,53%
71,53%
73,50%
74,79%
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12

09.05.2012

13

23.05.2012

14

30.05.2012

15

14.06.2012

16

19.06.2012

„Vasile Scurtu” Parva
S. V.
Grup Şcolar Feldru
S. P.
„Vasile Scurtu” Parva
School
C. S.
„Vasile Scurtu” Parva
School
P. A.
„A.P.Alexi” SîngeorzBăi School
N. M. A.
„A.P.Alexi” SîngeorzBăi School

31'34''=1894''
59,55%
23'00''=1380''

9'04''=544''
17,10%
12'24''=744''

46,00%

24,80%

26'07''=1567''

11'51''=711''

52,23%

23,70%

25'38''=1538''

10'16''=616''

51,26%

20,53%

25'09''=1509''

12'21''=741''

50,30%

24,70%

76,65%
70,80%

75,93%

71,79%

75,00%

The comparative analysis of the driving density, the pedagogical and the functional
one, registered at the three schools included in the survey was conducted on the data processed
and analyzed on each link of the lesson.
Tabel 2. Organizing the group of pupils
The lesson link
School

Organizing the group of pupils
Average time
allocated to the
link

Driving
density

Pedagogical
density

Cardiac
frequency

Respiratory
frequency

Feldru Scholar
Group

1'47''

7,89%

91,39%

81,75
b/min

18,12 r/min

A.P.Alexi
Sîngeorz-Băi +
Vasile Scurtu
Parva Schools

2'14''

38,21%

55,52%

87,25
b/min

18,50 r/min

Assembled the driving density and the pedagogical one from "Organizing the group of
pupils” link in the physical education lessons at Feldru Scholar Group, is of 99.29%, a good
value, but this does not justify the low value of the driving density.
The low driving density from this link determined a low value of the functional
density, where the average heart rate and respiratory rate is below the average in physical
education lessons at "APAlexi" Sîngeorz-Bai and "Vasile Scurtu Parva” elementary schools.
The causes for a low driving density, in this link, during the physical education lessons
at the Feldru Scholar Group are: short time allocated to this tier (1'47''), the specialty literature
recommending 2-3 minutes; no front and band exercises, not using the capture attention
exercises.
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Tabel no 3. Prepairing the body for effort
Prepairing the body for effort

The lesson link
Average
time
allocated
to the link

Driving
density

Pedagogic
al density

Cardiac
frequency

Respiratory
frequency

Feldru Scholar Group

7'07''

82,65%

9,03%

136,00
b/min

23,12 r/min

A.P.Alexi Sîngeorz-Băi +
Vasile Scurtu Parva
Schools

9'08''

61,47%

14,45%

133,75
b/min

22,37 r/min

School

Assembled the driving density and the pedagogical one from “ Prepairing the body
for effort” link, in the physical education lessons at Feldru Scholar Group, is of 91,68%.
The driving density is superior to the pedagogical one (82.65%). The low value of
the pedagogical density (9.03%), shows that the drivers actions are well learned by the pupils,
with no need for so many demonstrations of the teacher, him interfering only to make small
corrections regarding the execution.
The intensity and complexity of the effort within this link led to higher values of
functional density average in physical education lessons at Feldru Scholar Group compared to
those at "APAlexi" Sîngeorz-Bai and "Vasile Scurtu" Parva schools and also a higher value of
driving density (82.65% vs. 61,47%).)
The causes that led to a high driving density value in this link during the physical
education lessons at Feldru Scholar Group are: great sports base, both in terms of quality and
surface; chosen practice bands; short active breaks during exercises.
Tabel no 4.Selective influence of the locomotory system
The lesson link

Selective influence of the locomotory system
Average
time
allocated to
the link

Driving
density

Pedagogic
al density

Cardiac
frequency

Respiratory
frequency

Feldru Scholar
Group

6'02''

78,25%

16,12%

140,75
b/min

23,62 r/min

A.P.Alexi
Sîngeorz-Băi +
Vasile Scurtu
Parva Schools

6'05''

73,96%

18,32%

137,00
b/min

21,87 r/min

School
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Assembled the driving density and the pedagogical one from “Selective influence of
the locomotory system” link, in the physical education lessons at Feldru Scholar Group, is of
94,37%.
The driving density is superior to the pedagogical one (78,25%). The low value of
the pedagogical density (16,12%), shows that the drivers actions are well learned by the pupils,
with no need for so many demonstrations of the teacher, him interfering only to make small
corrections regarding the execution.
The higher average values of the cardiac frequency and of the respiratory one
emphasize a higher volume and intensity during the physical education lessons at the Feldru
Scholar Group in comparison to those at A.P.Alexi” Sîngeorz-Băi and „Vasile Scurtu” Parva
schools and also o a higher value for the driving density (78,25% vs 73,96%).
The causes that led to a high driving density value in this link during the physical
education lessons at Feldru Scholar Group are: the exercise bands which allowed a frontal
action leading to a simultaneous activity with the entire group of pupils; good work rhythm;
the proper breaks’ duration.
Tabel no 5.Thematic links
The lesson
link

School

Feldru
Scholar
Group
A.P.Alexi
Sîngeorz-Băi
+ Vasile
Scurtu Parva
Schools

Thematic links
Average
time
allocated
to the
link

30'19''

27'27''

Driving
density

34,28%

40,19%

Pedagogical
density

18,05%

23,23%

Cardiac frequency

Respiratory
frequency

VT 1

VT 2

VT 1

VT 2

139,37
b/min

162,37
b/min

23,12
r/min

25,87
r/min

VT 1

VT 2

VT 1

VT 2

144,5
b/min

157,37
b/min

22,12
r/min

24,87
r/min

Assembled the driving density and the pedagogical one from “Thematic links” link,
in the physical education lessons at Feldru Scholar Group, is of 52,33%.
If within the first three non thematic links, the effort’s dynamism registers a
continuous ascending trend, in the first thematic link, the effort curve registers a slight
decrease, which is not quite right from a methodological point of view, signaling issues that
need to be properly analyzed.
Even if the average value of the heart frequency from the thematic link No.1
decreases compared to the previous link and it is smaller compared to the average heart
frequency from the thematic link no.1 from Physical Education lessons at "APAlexi" SîngeorzBai and "Vasile Scurtu" Parva schools, the average rate of the respiratory frequency of the
thematic link no.1 in physical education classes at Feldru Scholar Group is higher compared to
the average respiratory frequency of the thematic link no. 1, in physical education lessons at
"APAlexi" Sîngeorz-Bai and "Vasile Scurtu" Parva schools.
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The aspects that led to these outcomes are: there were many open issues, deficiencies in
the team organization, too long explanations, not enough material usage, collective made of
pupils with major differences in regards to the driving skills, most of them coming with a small
baggage of driving skills from the primary school.
In thematic link no.2, the effort curve restores its ascending trend. This is explained by
the large number of development issues addressed in the link quality driving lessons in
physical education from Feldru Scholar Group.
Tabel no 6. The body recovery after effort

Pedagogical
density

Cardiac
frequency

Respiratory
frequency

The body recovery after effort
Driving
density

The lesson link
Average
time
allocated to
the link

19

Feldru Scholar
Group

3'07''

91,49%

6,65%

133,00
b/min

22,00
r/min

A.P.Alexi
Sîngeorz-Băi +
Vasile Scurtu
Parva Schools

2'52''

92,16%

7,50%

135,87
b/min

21,25
r/min

School

Assembled the driving density and the pedagogical one from “The body recovery
after effort” link, in the physical education lessons at Feldru Scholar Group, is of 98,14%.
The driving density is superior to the pedagogical one (91,49%). The low value of
the pedagogical density (6,65%), shows that the drivers actions are well learned by the pupils,
with no need for so many demonstrations of the teacher, him interfering only to make small
corrections regarding the execution.
Within this non thematic link, a decrease of the curve effort is registered. The
average value of the cardiac frequency in this link, within the physical education lessons at the
Feldru Scholar (133 b/min.) is lower in comparison to those at the „A.P.Alexi” Sîngeorz-Băi
and „Vasile Scurtu” Parva schools (135,87 b/min.), „possible as well through the average time
value reserved to this link of 3'07'' during the physical education lessons at the at the
„A.P.Alexi” Sîngeorz-Băi and „Vasile Scurtu” Parva schools.
The average values of the respiratory frequency are higher during the physical
education lessons at the Feldru Scholar Group (22 r/min), comparing to those at the
„A.P.Alexi” Sîngeorz-Băi and „Vasile Scurtu” Parva schools (21,25 r/min), due to the fatigue
they built up.
 The reasons which caused a high value of the density within the non thematic link,
the body recovery after effort, during the physical education lessons at the Feldru Scholar
Group, are: the exercise bands which allowed a frontal action leading to a simultaneous
activity with the entire group of pupils; good work rhythm; the proper breaks’ duration.
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Tabel no 7. Reviews and conclusions
The lesson link

Reviews and conclusions

School

Average time
allocated to the
link

Driving
density

Pedagogic
al density

Cardiac
frequency

Respiratory
frequency

Feldru Scholar
Group

1'01''

0%

100%

115,37
b/min

19,87 r/min

A.P.Alexi
Sîngeorz-Băi +
Vasile Scurtu
Parva Schools

1'16''

0
%

100
%

114,
87 b/min

19,37
r/min

The pedagogical density of 100% is normal in this link taking into consideration this
link objectives and content. Normally, a decrease of the effort curve is registered. The average
value of the cardiac frequency in this link, in the physical education lessons from the Feldru
Scholar Group (115,37 b/min.) is higher in comparison with those from the „A.P.Alexi”
Sîngeorz-Băi and „Vasile Scurtu” Parva schools (114,87 b/min), this being explained as well
through the average time value given to this link, which is of 1'01'' in the physical education
lessons from the Feldru Scholar Group versus 1'16'', the average time offered in the same link
by the „A.P.Alexi” Sîngeorz-Băi and „Vasile Scurtu” Parva schools.
The average values of the respiratory frequency are higher during the physical
education lessons from the Feldru Scholar Group (19,87 r/min), in comparison with those from
the „A.P.Alexi” Sîngeorz-Băi and „Vasile Scurtu” Parva schools, but the difference isn’t a
significant one.
Conclusions:
1. The comparative analysis of the allocated time to each link reveals that in 4 out of the
5 non thematic links, the average time is lower during the physical education lessons at the
Feldru Scholar Group. The only non thematic link in which the average time is higher during
the physical education lessons from the Feldru Scholar Group is the „Body recovery after
effort”.
In regards to the thematic links, the average time allocated during the physical
education lessons from the Feldru Scholar Group is higher in comparison to the average
allocated time in the physical education lessons from the „A.P.Alexi” Sîngeorz-Băi and
„Vasile Scurtu” Parva schools.
2. The comparative analysis of the driving density value reveals that in 2 out of 4 of the
non thematic links (in the last non thematic link the driving density is zero in all 3 schools),
respectively, Prepairing the body for effort, Selective influence of the locomotory system,
the average value is higher during the physical education lessons from the Feldru Scholar
Group, in the others the average value of the driving density is lower. In respects to the
thematic links, the average value of the driving density is lower.
20
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The comparative analysis of the pedagogical revelas that in only one non thematic link,
respectively, Organizing the group of pupils, the average value is higher during the
physical education lessons from the Feldru Scholar Group and in regards to the thematic
links, the average value of the pegagogical density is lower in comparison with the average
time allocated in the physical education lessons from the other schools.
The effort dynamism in the physical education lessons from the Feldru Scholar Group
falls in the tipology offered by the specialty literature. In the first three links, the effort
dynamism registers a continuous ascending curve. It begins with a strong start from the
average values of the cardiac frequencies of 81,75 beates/minute and of the respiratory
frequencies of 18,12 rates/min, reaching the average values of 140,75 beates/minutes and
23,62 rates/minute. In thematic link no. 1, the effort curve registers a decrease, reaching the
average values of the cardiac frequencies of 139, 37 rates/minute and of the respiratory
frequencies of 23,12 rates/min, which is not normal.
In thematic link no. 2, the effort curve registers an increase, reaching t values of the
cardiac frequencies of 162,37 rates/minute and of the respiratory frequencies of 25,87
rates/minute. In the last two links, there is a decrease of the effort curve reaching the average
values of the cardiac frequency of 115,37 rates/min and of the respiratory frequency of 19,87
rates/min.
Proposals. The proposals will be presented and structures based on the lesson’s links,
adding a few efficiency requests that are related to the necessity of having the entire activity:
established in conditions of high density, the variety of systems that action and attract the
pupils.
1.Organizing the group of pupils. Giving up on the organizational moments that lead
to loss of time; Using the front and band exercises, of capturing the attention, (turns around,
lines break ups, regrouping at visual and auditive signals, attention games); Using other line
ups bands besides the single row one, respectively in line with 2 rows, in square or
semicircular and other bands which favour the simultaneous exercise. Alternating the action
systems, combines in different structures, made with maximum promptitude.
2. Prepairing the body for effort. The action systems that are used to gradually
engage the locomotory system to be as varied and attractive as possible; choosing the most
effective bands of practice; breaks to be schort and active; using varied structured exercises;
Continuous stimulation of student interest for correct exercises, highlighting the students that
correctly execute the exercises. There will short races scheduled between rows or groups that
require focusing and developing a rousing spirit.
3. Selective influence of the locomotory system. Besides the free exercises complex,
using more often exercises with partners, with objects or machines; using special drills to
educate reflex posture; mobility and flexibility exercises to be performed, usually with one
partner’s help; practice mirror; engage students to practice in pairs front or alternatively and
the teacher, depending on the practice method, sets the number of repetitions, pace of work and
the breaks duration; practicing on musical background; encouraging pupils to count while
executing.
4. Teaching, consolidating or perfectioning the driving actions. Using a wide range
of materials, devices and specific installations, allowing organizing an intensive practice,
involving all students, shortening it as much as possible with downtime moments; during the
initiation stage not to abuse the times when exercise is stopped and also not to move forward
21
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without correcting the execution errors. Within the building or the development stage, the
action systems can be distinguished and correlated with the pupils level of training, organized
into value groups; using bands to enable the frontal operation, engaging the entire group of
pupils to practice at once; practicing as a contest by relays, bilateral games, stimulation to
overcome personal records.
5. Developing the driving qualities. Driving qualities specific exercises are classified
in precisely dosed action systems in regards to the number of repetitions, distances, times,
intensity, pauses; adapting to specific bands of practice each driving qualities, namely frontal
groups, in pairs or individually; using breaks assets between repetitions; increasing the
attractiveness of the used systems by organizing competitions in the classroom.
6. Body recovery after effort. Work is carried out front, but it’s of low intensity;
giving up in the last part of the link to the bands exercise and use the free moves and actions in
the work out space; regularly change of used exercises; using specific action moves to this
link; explaining the utility of the performed exercises; making the pupils aware of the self
control needed after the body recover after effort through establishing the cardiac and
respiratory frequencies., the need for self awareness students return after exercise by
determining the heart rate and
7. Reviews and conclusions. In addition to the global assessment, it is needed for the
individual ones to be made, providing, as appropriate, some rates; using other bands besides
the line in a row, such as semicircular, square or some relaxing bands (including sitting);
changing from one lesson to another the way the conclusions and the recommendations are
presented, as this should be stimulating for pupils.
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ACTUALITIES AND TRENDS REGARDING THE VAULT EVENT
IN WOMEN’S ARTISTIC GYMNASTICS
Actualităţi şi tendinţe privind săriturile în gimnastica artistică feminină
Lecturer PhD Liliana DINA3
NUPES, Bucharest

Rezumat. Această lucrare îşi propune să determine nivelul actual înregistrat în
gimnastica artistică feminină, la proba de sărituri. Rezultate. Apoi, din analiza
acestui nivel actual şi asocierea sa cu grupurile structurale propuse de codul FIG
de punctaj, putem desprinde câteva direcţii viitoare în desfăşurarea acestei probe,
în raport cu tendinţele şi preferinţele sportivelor internaţionale. Tendinţele
gimnastelor atunci când execută anumite sărituri în concursuri importante, asociate
cu rezultatele obţinute, creează o imagine sugestivă a nivelului de risc asumat în
competiţii. Aceste date pot oferi informaţii preţioase despre abordarea tactică a
acestei probe competiţionale, informaţii care pot fi extrem de utile dacă sunt
transferate în partea de antrenament.
Cuvinte cheie: gimnastică artistică, sărituri, dificultate.
Abstract. This paper mainly aims at determining the momentary level registered
by the vault event in women’s artistic gymnastics. Results. Then, from the analysis
of this momentary level and its association with the structural groups proposed by
the FIG Code of Points, we can detach some prospective directions in this event
preparation, as compared to the top international female athletes’ trends and
preferences. The female gymnasts’trends when performing some vaults in the
important contests, associated with the obtained results, create a suggestive picture
of their risk assumption level while competing. These data can provide valuable
information about the competitive event tactical approach, information that can be
extremely useful if they are transferred to the training zone.
Key-words: artistic gymnastics, vault, difficulty.
Introduction
Jumping event is the first event of women's artistic gymnastics in Olympic order. Over
time, this evidences that the Romanian gymnastics school has proved itself by the achieved
outstanding results. Mention must be made of the numerous medals obtained in the major
international competitions, the latest achievement being the Olympic champion title that
Sandra Izbasa obtained in London in 2012.
Stage of knowledge
In IFG Code of score, jumps are divided into 5 structural groups:
1.Group I - Jump by standing on hands (Yamasita, preceded and followed by
return,preceded by flic-flac and followed by return to Flic-flac preceded and followed by
return);
2. Group II - Jumping from sitting on hands with or without return on the first
3
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flight leap forward with or without return (grouped leap forward, step forward pike,
stretched leap forward, turn 360 °, grouped double jump forward);
3. Group III - Jumping by sitting on hands 1/4 or 1/2 turn jump back in the first
flight with or without return / Tsukahara (grouped, pike, flat);
4. Group IV - Yurcenko with or without return 1/1 first flight jump back with or
without return / Tsukahara (grouped, pike, flat,rondad flic-flac with return 360°back
grouped jump with or without return / Tsukahara, rondad Flic-flac with turn 360 ° back pike
jump with or without return / Tsukahara, Flic-flac with return rondad 360° back stretched jump
with or without return / Tsukahara);
5. Group V - Rondad Flic-flac with 180 ° turning leap forward with or without
return (grouped leap forward, pike, flat).
As required by the Code of points on the final contest on apparatus, qualified gymnasts
must perform two jumps, the final grade deriving from their average. The 2 jumps should have
the IInd flight different, as follows:
 leap to different direction (forward or backward) in flight II or
 flight II without somersault.
Maximum grade for jumping may be 17.1 points. 10 p.for execution and 7.1 points for
difficulty.
Issues addressed
At the International Finals within the major competitions, a number of statements on
the female gymnasts’ evolution.
An analysis of the results, associated with jumping addressed typology can provide
important and useful information for the prospective approach to the athletes training.
Also,the analysis extrapolation of the evolution of all athletes in the finals, can help in
the tactical approach for future competitions, based on recorded trends and associated with the
obtained results.
The most important international sporting competition is the Olympic Games so that, an
analysis performed at the Olympic finals level confers a relevant picture of the momentary
level of this event. In this respect, the most recent Olympic Final, of 2012 London Olympic
Games, shows that the following jumps have been addressed:
Elisabeth Black (Canada):
1. Sitting on hands, outstretched leap forward with 540° turning - with 6.3 starting
mark;
2. Abandonment - final score 0;
Average - 0.
Yamilet Pena Abreu (Dominican Rep.)
1. Sitting on hands, grouped double leap forward - with 7.1 starting mark;
2. Yurcenko with 720° turn - with 5.8 starting mark.
Average – 14,516
Oksana Chusovitina (Germany)
1. Sitting on hands, stretched out leap before with 540° turning - with 6.3 starting mark;
2. Tsukahara stretched out with back leap, with 540° return - with 5.5 starting mark;
Average – 14,783.
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Maria Paseka (Rusia)
1. Yurcenko stretched back leap with 900° return - with 6.5 starting mark;
2. Rondad stretched flic with return 180° stretched leap forward with 180° return - with
5.6 starting mark;
Average – 15,050
Brittany Rogers (Canada)
1. Yurcenko stretched back leap with 720° return - with 5.8 starting mark;
2. Rondad stretched flic with 180°return, 180° stretched leap forward with return
180°- with 5.6 starting mark;
Average – 14,483.
Janine Berger (Germany)
1. Sitting on hands, stretched out leap forward with 540° turning - with 6.3 starting
mark;
2. Tsukahara stretched out back leap with 720° return - with 6.0 starting mark 6.0;
Average – 15,016.
Mckaila Maroney (SUA)
1. Yurcenko stretched back leap with 900° return - with 6.5 starting mark;
2. Rondad stretched flic with 180° return, stretched leap forward with 360° return
with 6.1 starting mark;
Average – 15,083.
Sandra Izbaşa (Romania)
1. Rondad stretched flic with 180° return, stretched leap forward with 360° return- with
6.1 starting mark;
2. Yurcenko stretched back leap with 720° return - with 5.8 starting mark;
Average – 15,191.
Further on, we consider useful and relevant a central presentation of the types of leaps
addressed in the Olympic Final. At the same time, the number of gymnasts who chose each
type of leap and ordered them according to the starting mark expressing the leap difficulty, are
important information that can turn into milestones against which the training strategy may be
oriented.
We believe this information to be highly relevant in illustrating the present picture of
the event. We also appreciate that this information provides important data on
athletes’tendencies regarding their preference for certain jumps. But the importance of this
type of information is related to the orientation of sports training perspective (table no.1).
Table no.1 Jumps in 2012 London Olympic Final
JUMPS SHOWN IN 2012 LONDON OLYMPIC FINAL
No.

Difficulty

1.

5,5

2.

5,6

3.

5,8

Jump
Tsukahara stretched out back leap, with 540 °
turn - with 5.5 starting mark;
Rondad flic with 180°return, stretched out
leap forward with 180° return
Yurcenko with 720° turn
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Frequency
Chusovitina O.
Rogers B.
Paseka M.
Abreu Y.P.
Rogers B.
Izbaşa S.

1
2
3
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Tsukahara stretched out back leap, with 720°
turn
Rondad flic with 180 °return, 360° stretched
leap forward with 360 turn

4.

6,0

5.

6,1

6.

6,3

Sitting on hands,stretched out leap forward
with 540° turn

7.

6,5

Yurcenko stretched back leap with 900° turn

8.

7,1

Sitting on hands, grouped double
forward

leap

Berger J.

1

Izbaşa S.
Maroney M.
Black E.
Chusovitina O.
Berger J.
Paseka M.
Maroney M.

2
3
2

Abreu Y.P.

1

An analysis presented in the Final Olympic jumping, in terms of typology and
difficulty, shows the orientation of the gymnasts to approach 8 types of jumps with difficulty
degrees between 5.5 and 7.1.
Regarding the frequency of the leap approaches, we can notice that the greatest and
even the least difficulty appear only once within the final. The most frequent leaps, about 3 in
the finals, are those which are around the average difficulty (5.8 and 6.3). Out of 15 jumps
submitted in the Final, 8 were performed by jumping forward and 7 by jumping back. We
believe that the analysis of this event must also target the leaps of the occupants of the
Olympic podium. Thus, with the data included in the table below, we can make the following
observations (table no2.):
Table no2. The orientation of the gymnasts to approach 8 types of jumps with difficulty
degrees between 5.5 and 7.1
Position

Name

Jump
1

I.

II.

Sandra
Izbaşa

Mcaila
Maroney

2

1

2
1
III.

Maria
Paseka

2

Rondad flic with 180° turn, 360°
stretched leap forward with 360 turn
Yurcenko salt înapoi întins cu întoarcere
720°
Yurcenko stretched back leap with 720°
turn
Yurcenko salt înapoi întins cu întoarcere
900
Yurcenko stretched back leap with 900°
turn
Rondad flic with 180° turn, stretched
leap forward with 360 turn
Yurcenko jump back stretched 900°
return
Rondat flic cu întoarcere 180° salt
înainte întins întoarcere 180°
Rondad flic with 180° turn, stretched
leap forward with 180 turn
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Difficulty
6,1

5,8

6,5

6,1
6,5

5,6
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Interestingly, the Olympic title is the result of performing the leaps that are at the
average value of difficulty of (6.1) and below (5.8). When compared to other results from the
podium where gymnasts have performed leaps of higher difficulty (second place - 2 jumps and
third place - 1 jump) we can see that the orientation to leaps of a medium difficulty, which
give greater security, has been crucial to winning the Olympic title.
Conclusions
 Approaching in the finals, on the level of the extremely important world competitions
of average difficulty leaps but which provide a higher level of safety, may be a decisive factor
in occupying a higher place in the world hierarchy.
 The competition greatly increases the level of psychological stress bringing an extra
stress which can destabilize the sportswoman in terms of emotional control, coordination and
control of movement. In this context, the performance of high difficulty jumping is not
necessarily an option that ensures success, as there has been observed in the analysis.
 We appreciate that the approach of difficult leaps may be an option only in the
context when the athletic training will be targeted to a high level of their automation, so that it
will ensure an optimal safe performance,applied on a higher nervous requirement specific to
these competitions.
 A balance between the difficulty and the performance with an orientation towards the
preparation of the landing may constitute a priority in preparing this event, given the
importance of landing in the overall assessment of the leaps.
References
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RELIABILITY OF THE MYOTEST PRO DEVICE USED FOR
MEASURING VERTICAL JUMP HEIGHT
Fiabilitatea utilizării device-ului MYOTEST PRO în măsurarea săriturii în înălţime
Asist.univ.dr. Cătălin PĂUNESCU 4,
Asist.univ.drd. Nicolae ELISABETA
Asist.univ.dr. Gabriel PIŢIGOI
UMF, Carol Davila, București,
CS III Mihaela PĂUNESCU,
UNEFS, București
Rezumat. Prin acest studiu se încercă prezentarea unui instrument de evaluare a
nivelului unor capacităţi fizice fundamentale, în vederea selecției inițiale necesare
oricărui sportiv care aspiră la marea performanţa. Astfel, se încearcă determinarea
unui prag minim necesar sportivilor cu rezultate notabile în Taekwondo. Metodă:
Au fost testați un număr de 38 de sportivi participanți la campionate naționale.
Testarea s-a făcut cu aparatul „Myotest PRO, care calculează puterea, forţa, viteza
precum si forţa în regim de viteză prin intermediul unui accelerometru
tridimensional. Rezultate: în proba Jump-Pliometry, diferenţele între sportivii cu
rezultate semnificative şi sportivii fără rezultate semnificative sunt destul de
elocvente. Concluzii: în urma prelucrării datelor obţinute, putem susţine că
folosirea dedice-ul Myotest PRO în diagnosticarea nivelului capacităţilor fizice este
eficient.
Cuvinte cheie: Taekwondo, myotest pro, selecție, sport de performanță.
Abstract. This study presents a tool for the evaluation of some basic
physical capacities necessary to each athlete aspiring to reach sports performance.
We are trying by this to provide coaches and technicians responsible for sports
performance a biomotor profile experienced on university athletes by means of the
Myotest PRO device that automatically calculates power, force, speed, as well as
strength under speed conditions, tridimensional accelerometer. The tests were
applied to taekwondo athletes. Results: the Jump-Pliometry, differences between
athletes with significant results and the athletes without significant results are quite
eloquent. Conclusions: the data obtained, we can argue that using the Myotest PRO
work in diagnosing physical capacity level is effective.
Keywords: Taekwondo, myotest pro, sports performance
Aim of this work
Lately, more and more scientific research intensified in order to determine the content
and merits of biomotric of athletes, trying to obtain some major sporting performance (Nuzzo
et al., 2011). Most of the results and effects of steps other than steps of knowledge are valuable
4
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and represent landmarks in the evolution of Science (Gagea, 2010, p.158). In this context,
through this work we want to determine the potential of biomotric practitioners of taekwondo
athletes in order to achieve a profile biomotric as faithfully as the model. The righteousness of
the measurement is given by measurements of the same unit, in order to achieve results which
are close to the true value of the unit.
In the present study the measurement of détente athletes will be achieved with a device
called Myotest, that determines the height of the jumping vertically according to the body
weight of the subject.
Work hypothesis
In the research we have made the assumption that the Myotest PRO device can register
the relevant results of the level of capacity required for high performance.
Material and method
For the tests we used the Myotest device, instrument rating allows the measurement of
muscle performance in a very short time. The test can be done on the ground, without being
conditioned by any lab equipment. Myotest PRO not only measures the performance of the
muscle, being at the same time a tool for improvement. The device includes a computerized
analysis software in order to optimize the time of preparation. Can store information from one
or more athletes, allowing you to compare the results obtained (Pandey, 2011). The processing,
interpretation, and visualization of data gives the notable advantages on optimization training,
accident prevention, recovery, and stimulates the motivation of athletes (Steve, 2009).
In order for data to be as eloquent, athletes were tested in two stages, with an interval of
24 hours.There have been executed three different jumps:
- Jump – Pliometry \ (JP)-dive during which are registered the following parameters:
height, time of contact with the ground, reactivity and muscular hypertonia (stiffness). It
measures the contractile and inner muscle properties of coordination of the muscles at the level
of lower limbs. These values provide information on the quality of jumping that influences
performance.
-Counter Movement Jump (CMJ)-during this jump the device records the following
parameters: height, power, strength, speed.
- Squat Jump (SJ)-– during this jump are registered these parameters: height, power,
force, speed, maximum power; measure the power train of the lower limbs.
Each athlete has conducted three tests on each sample, recording the best result.
Subjects:
The study was conducted on a number of subjects, 14, practitioners of taekwondo, with
an average age of 23 years (+\/-2); height: 171. 2 (+\/-6.3 cm); bodyweight 64.07 (+\/-5.8 kg

29
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Tabel no 1. Subjects of the study
Nr.crt.

Subjects

Age (yrs)

Heigt(cm)

Weight(kg)

1

C.A.

23

164

51

2

F.A.

22

163

53

3

D.M.

27

178

78

4

M.G.

28

170

68

5

R.D.

26

180

72

6

Q.P.

20

175

64

7

Ţ.I.

21

173

60

8

R.A.

20

180

73

9

P.I.

22

170

70

10

R.S.

21

166

55

11

M.A.

20

172

70

12

R.D.

26

165

58

13

G.C.

24

178

75

14

D.R.

22

163

50

Average

23

171,21

64,07

Results
Statistical and mathematical processing of results was achieved with the SPSS program
version 19.Thus, factorial analysis was achieved, which is based on the correlation matrix of
the results from all the tests. Correlation matrix contains scores of performances of the 14
subjects included in the study for all variables specific to the three types of jumps
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Tabel no 2. Statistical and mathematical processing of results
Detailed statistic
Components
Height(Jump-Pliometry)
Time of contact(Jump-Pliometry)
Reactivity(Jump-Pliometry)
Stiffness (Jump-Pliometry)
Height(Counter Movement Jump)
Power(Counter Movement Jump)
Force(Counter Movement Jump)
Velocity(Counter Movement Jump)
Height(Squat – jump)
Power(Squat – jump)
Force(Squat – jump)
Velocity(Squat – jump)
P.max(Squat – jump)

Media
28,12
137,93
3,02
38,84
31,48
41,69
25,68
198,43
25,27
49,58
32,56
234,79
47,63

Ab.std.
6,82
18,95
1,036
14,33
7,24
12,40
7,56
21,66
6,97
12,21
8,05
28,11
9,65

No. of cases
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14

Study results indicate values for the variables analyzed representative. Thus, the
statistical parameters calculated from the pliometry test have highlighted an arithmetic average
to height of 28, 12 cm, with a standard deviation of 6,82 cm; with regard to the time of contact,
the arithmetic mean of the data is 137,93 mls, with a standard deviation of 18,95 mls. For the
reactivity of the organism to the effort, the arithmetic mean is the abatare 3,02 standard 1.03.
Stiffness parameter, whose unit is kn\/m, means the distribution of the load on joints, has a
mean value of 38,84kn\/m with a standard deviation of 14,33kn/m
Statistical parameters calculated from the test count non-jump (cmj) highlights the
following values: arithmetic for height is 31, 48 cm, with a standard deviation of 7,24 cm; the
average value recorded for power parameter is 41,69 w\/kg, and AS from 12,402 w\/kg; with
regard to the force in the making of this Vault has an average value of 25,68 N\/kg, the
standard deviation of 7,56 N\/kg, the last parameter of the jumps is the average speed is 198,43
cm\/s, with a standard deviation of 21,66 cm\/s
The squat-jump, calculated variables have the following values: for the average height
is 25,27 cm, and AS only 6,97 cm; power: 49,58 media w\/kg, with a departure of 12,21 w\/kg;
the force: the arithmetic mean of the records of 32,56 N\/kg, with a departure of 8,05 N\/kg;
speed: average 234,79 cm\/s, As 28, 11cm\/s. maximum parameter has values, 47,636
environments within only 9,65.
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Table no.3. Correlation matrix

Correlation matrix
Component
1
Power(Counter Movement Jamp)

,991

Stiffness(Jump-Pliometry)

,989

Force(Squat – jump)

,988

Height(Squat – jump)

,986

Reactivity(Jump-Pliometry)

,985

P.max(Squat – jump)

,984

Height(Counter Movement Jamp)

,983

Height(Jump-Pliometry)

,979

Force(Counter Movement Jamp)

,976

Power(Squat – jump)

,971
32
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Velocity (Counter Movement Jamp)

-,970

Velocity (Squat – jump)
Time of contact (Jump-Pliometry)

-,962
-,917

Conclusions according to the matrix of correlations, the digaonal contains correlations
equal to 1 because the correlation of a set of scores with itself is one perfect feature. Following
the completion of the matrix was able to extract a single group of heavily interrelated variables
(table no.4). The most powerful variable of all variables is the power exerted during the
Counter Movement jumping Jump (0,908 saturation factor), followed by stiffness in
plyometric, whose jump saturation factor is 0,989, followed by the force parameter squat jump
– force jump, with a saturation level of 0,988.♪
In conclusion, we support the fact that the Myotest Web device is a measuring
instrument and assessment that provides a true and clear perspective of physical capacity
prevailing in taekwondo, the capabilities necessary to achieve great athletic performances. At
the same time, we consider that this device can be used with success and in the process for the
selection of athletes for the establishment of representative teams.
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THE EFFECTS OF MECANICAL VIBRATION ON JUMP HEIGHT
Efectele vibraţiilor mecanice asupra sărituri în înălţime de pe loc
Asist. univ. dr. Adrian PRICOP5
Universitatea Politehnică, Bucureşti

Rezumat. Sistemele mecanice de producere al vibraţiilor dobândesc tot mai mult
rolul unor echipamente de antrenament unic, iar vibraţiile obţinute au efecte asupra
muşchilor, facilitând reflexul de contracţie sau relaxare în funcţie de posibilităţile
de reglare a parametrilor acestora. Antrenamentul pe platforma de vibraţie
generează un reflex tonic de întindere în toţi muşchii implicaţi în efort. În decursul
acestui reflex, muşchii se contractă şi se relaxează cu viteze foarte mari, iar
cantitatea de fibre activate atinge 95% din totalul fibrelor muşchiului implicat în
efort. Efectele utilizării judicioase a platformei se pot constata la nivelul
metabolismului energetic, la creşterea tonusului muscular (mai ales a diferenţei de
tonus dintre relaxare şi contracţie maximală), la creşterea spectaculoasă a forţei
musculare, mai ales a celei explozive. Alte efecte benefice au fost constatate
experimental privind coordonarea, densitatea osoasă şi circulaţia sanguină.
Cuvinte cheie: putere, vibraţie mecanică, sport
Abstract. Producing mechanical vibration systems gain more and more unique
role of training equipment, and vibration effects obtained on muscle contraction or
relaxation reflex facilitating the adjustment possibilities depending on their
parameters. Vibration training platform generates a tonic stretch reflex in all the
muscles involved in the effort. During this reflex, muscles contract and relax at very
high speeds and the amount of activated fibers reach 95% of muscle fibers involved
in the effort. Effects of judicious use of the platform can be found in the energy
metabolism, increased muscle tone (especially the difference in tone between
maximal relaxation and contraction), muscle strength increased dramatically,
especially the explosive. Other beneficial effects have been observed experimentally
for the coordination, bone density and blood circulation.
Keywords: power, mechanical vibrations, sports
Introduction
Producing mechanical vibration systems gain more and more unique role of training
equipment, and vibration effects obtained on muscle contraction or relaxation reflex
facilitating the adjustment possibilities depending on their parameters. Vibration training
platform generates a tonic stretch reflex in all the muscles involved in the effort. During this
reflex, muscles contract and relax at very high speeds and the amount of activated fibers reach
95% of muscle fibers involved in the effort. By using the vibration platform, are strongly
encouraged propriospinale paths used in the production of force by isometric contraction.
Gagea Adrian believes that the idea put forward by the authors tonic reflex effects-based
training is part of the corollary iritablităţii courts involved and does not warrant the biological
5
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effects of pseudo-neuro-muscular tetany. This effect is obtained in the resonance phenomenon,
taking into account muscle movements involved in relatively large acceleration. Recalling that
the biomechanics of movement acceleration is a feature of a real mass can not be disregarded.
Effects of judicious use of the platform can be found in the energy metabolism, increased
muscle tone (especially the difference in tone between maximal relaxation and contraction),
muscle strength increased dramatically, especially the explosive. Other beneficial effects have
been observed experimentally for the coordination, bone density and blood circulation. Of
course there are unwanted side effects, especially when proper dosage is not respected). They
refer to internal organs and delay resonance strengthening tendons, which may increase the
risk of injury.
Assumptions
To conduct this research we left the following hypothesis:
If the athletes training in the judicious use of low and medium mechanical vibration
frequency will be highlighted when the results achieved by improving jump height.

Materials and methods
In this study we used a mechanical vibration platform. Mechanical vibration platform in
its composition presents a framework of steel pipe, an air suspension and an integrated control.
Frequencies generated by the platform is 25 Hz, 30 Hz, 35 Hz, 50 Hz and duration of exercise
performed on the platform of 25,30,45,60 seconds. Amplitude with running exercises on the
platform is of two types: high amplitude 5 mm and 2 mm low amplitude.
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Lesson structure by mechanical vibration training was conducted in three parts:
preparation which included the organizational aspects, details on the use of vibration
platform and prepare the body for exertion;
the basic method of training was using mechanical vibration;
part three of the major functions of the body followed the return to normal.
Mechanical vibration training method involves performing exercises with mechanical
vibration platform exercise that I provided below:
Ex 1 - Stand on the platform with feet pointed slightly bent with hands on support
on the platform;
Ex 2 - Standing on the platform with feet pointed straight, hands resting on the
platform;
Ex 3 - Standing on the platform with feet pointed straight hands without support
Ex 4 Stand lunge forwrd with right leg over the foot supported on the platform, left
leg streched back to the ground;
Ex 5 Sitting lunge forward with left foot resting on the whole foot on the platform,
right leg stretched back to the ground;
Ex 6 - Sitting lunge forward with right foot on top of the foot supported on the
platform, left leg stretched back to the ground;
Ex 7 - Sitting lunge forward with left foot on the top leg supported on the platform,
right leg stretched back to the ground;
Ex 8 - Stand on the platform on the right foot support the whole foot;
Ex 9 - Standing on the platform on the left foot support the whole foot;
Ex 10 - Stand with one shoulder to the device side lunge right leg supported on the
platform, left foot flat on the ground side support;

Subjects and conditions of the research
The research took place in the 2009-2010 school year and were engaged a number of
athletes from 32 sport class profile of St. Panteleimon, divided into two groups, the
experimental group and control group, the group used in experiment mechanical vibration
platform complementary way to improve the level of force development.
Outcomes and their interpretation
In Annex No. 2 are the results recorded at initial and final checks, whose evaluation was
performed by calculating:
average results achieved in the control sample,
the differences between media Digital initial and final results,
in general, both groups have a high degree of homogeneity, with values below 15%,
results and their interpretation are presented in the Annex hereto;
Jumping on the spot (cm) - 05/04/2010
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Table 1. Jumping on the spot (cm)

X

Grup

S

M

Cv

TI

34.01

3.85

0.96

11.32

TF

36.91

4.25

1.06

11.52

TI

33.86

3.61

0.90

10.65

TF

34.04

3.69

0.92

10.83

G1_E

G2_
C

Student initial-final
(dep.)

t

P

22.830

<0.05

2.921

<0.05

Graph 1. Standing high jump
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Student final
(indep.)

ANOVA

t

P

F

P

2.0437

<0.0
5

4.1767

<0.05
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Jumping on the place - the arithmetic mean
Between testing indicates a mean increase of 2.90 units, 0.18 units respectively for each
of the two significant groups:
The experimental group: t (15) = 22.830> 2.131, p <0.05;
Control group: t (15) = 2.921> 2.131, p <0.05;
Between the initial and final groups, mean small differences, 0.15, 2.87 respectively;
In both tests, indicating high homogeneity of the groups;
Final testing, large values of t and F confirms significant differences between groups:
t (30) = 2.0437> 2.042, p <0.05, F (1.30) = 4.1767> 4.171, p <0.05;
Conclusions of research conducted
By exposure to mechanical vibration athletes who were part of the experimental groups
did not register any case of injury and exercises performed with mechanical vibration platform
were well tolerated by athletes. On initial testing, dated 04/05/2010, we analyzed the indicator
shows a significant differences between the experimental results and the control group paths.
This is because all 32 athletes belong to the same statistical population and their distribution in
the two groups was made randomly.
The final testing date de17.05.2010, G1 experiment group was significantly better than
control group G2, G1 group were used for additional training in the mechanical vibration.
Application of a new training methods aimed mainly optimize exercise capacity, using
a set of modern structures based on the judicious application of mechanical vibrations of low
and medium frequency will lead to more efficient training process. Following the scientific
approach developed we found that the independent variable produces significant increases in
development of force, resulting in the efficiency of the training of athletes.
These results confirm the hypothesis of research, that if the athletes training in the
judicious use of low and medium mechanical vibration frequency will be highlighted when the
results achieved by impruving jump height.
This research was carried out in order objectification that the use of mechanical
vibration in the training will improve the training and development to increase the strength
athletes.
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STUDY REGARDING THE ROLE OF REGULAR PHYSICAL EXERCISE IN
TREATING DIFFERENT DEGREE OF OBESITY IN ELEMENTARY
SCHOOLS CHILDREN
Studiu privind importanţa implementării unui stil de viaţă sănătos la copii preşcolari cu
risc supraponderal
Conf. univ. dr. Corina PREDESCU6
Conf. univ. dr. Mihaela APOSTU
Prof. univ. dr.Antoaneta CREŢU
Lect. univ. dr. Dana POPESCU
UNEFS Bucureşti
Rezumat. O statistică de ultimă oră atestă faptul că in 2010 aproximativ 43 de
milioane de copii cu vârste mai mici de 10 ani erau supraponderali. Potrivit
Institutului de Endocrinologie CI Parhon, Romînia se află pe locul III în Europa la
obezitatea infantilă, peste 40% dintre copii fiind obezi, ei nepracticând niciun fel de
activitate fizică. Aceasta trebuie însă să facă parte din orice program destinat să
reducă, sau pur şi simplu să menţină greutatea. Material şi metodă. Cercetarea s-a
efectuat pe un lot de 24 elevi de şcoală primară, 13 fete şi 11 băieţi, cu vârste
cuprinse între 7-11 ani, diagnosticaţi ca prezentând diferite grade de obezitate (I,
II, III) care, pe lângă regimul alimentar prescris, au participat timp de 6 luni la 2
şedinţe pe săptămână de activitate kinetică şi o şedinţă de activităţi ludice în aer
liber. Au fost urmăriţi parametrii obiectivi (variaţiile greutăţii corporale - scăderea
în greutate, evoluţia BMI, evoluţia compoziţiei corporale) şi parametrii subiectivi
(chestionar privind obiceiurile alimentare, stil de viaţă). Rezultate şi discuţii. Cei
mai mulţi copii au slăbit în jur de 6-7 kg; 4 copii (17%) au slăbit peste 7 kg. Nu am
reuşit în această perioadă să dezvăţăm copii de dulciuri, dar am reuşit să câştigăm
bătălia cu mâncarea de tip fast-food: iniţial 16 copii au declarat că merg frecvent
la fast-food iar la finalul celor 6 luni doar 2. Majoritatea copiilor (19) prefera, la
începutul studiului, să stea în faţa computerului sau la TV în timp ce doar 4 dintre ei
ieşeau câte o oră pe zi la joacă. Această proporţie s-a modificat considerabil la
finalul celor 6 luni (doar 3 copii petrecând 3 ore în faţa TV). Concluzii Studiul a
dovedit eficienţa activităţii fizice regulate în tratarea obezităţii prin evoluţia
parametrilor urmăriţi.
Cuvinte cheie: şcolari, obezitate, nutriţie, efort
Abstract. The latest statistical data bears witness that in 2010 approximately 43
million children, younger than 10 years were overweight. According to the
Endocrinologic Institute C. I. Parhon, Romania is the third european country that
struggles with infant obesity, over 40% of the children being obese and completly
physically inactive. Physical excercise has to be included in any program, as it helps
reduce or just maintain weight. Material and method. The reasearch was performed
on a lot consisting of 24 pupils from elementary school, 13 girls and 11 boys, with
6
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ages between 7 and 11 years old, that were diagnosed with different degrees of
obesity (I, II, III). The subjects agreed to go on a proper diet, as well as to engage in
kinetical activities for 6 months, twice a week, that would take place in the school’s
gym and one session a week of outdoor excercise. In order to prove the efficiency of
the assigned physical excercises, objective parametres were studied (variations of
the body weight – weight lose, BMI evolution, body composition evolution) as well
as subjective parametres (a questionnaire targeting eating habits, lifestyle). Results
and discussions. Most of the children have recorded a weight loss of around 6-7 kg.
Four children (17%) have managed to lose more than 7 kg. During this study we did
not succeed to break the children’s habit of eating sweets, but we did win the battle
against fast-food: initally 16 kids admitted that they frequently go to fast-food
restaurants and by the end of the 6 months just 2 kept the statement. The majority of
the children (19) preffered being on the computer or watching TV, only 4 of them
going outside to play one hour per day. This ratio has changed considerably at the
end of the 6 months, only 3 children preffering TV. Conclustions. By observing the
evolution of the parametres, the study proves that regular physical activities is
efficient in treating obesity.
Keywords: pupils, obesity, nutrition, effort

Introduction
Statistics show that the prevalence of obesity has increased in Romania from 19,1% in
1961 to 24,8% in 2006 for rural environment and 26,5% for urban environment in the same
year. Later on, in 2010 it reached 38.7%, which is alarming if we consider that mortality due to
cardiovascular disseases is proportional with the degree of obsesity.
A sedentary lifestyle combined with a inadequate diet is one of the main causes of
obesity, which is why modern medicine’s main concern is trying to find the right treatment for
this illness, by implementing certain programs that will allow obese people to practice
supervised physical exercise, while consulting a nutritionist and an endocrinologist.
Hypothesis
The study is based on the hypothesis that a proper, elaborate, correct kinetic program
together with a well thought out program of games can improve the functional status (through
weight loss) in children and induce the habit of regular physical excercise.
Material and method
The reasearch was performed on a lot consisting of 24 spupils from elementary school,
13 girls and 11 boys, with ages between 7 and 11 years old, that were diagnosed with different
degrees of obesity (I, II, III). The subjects agreed to go on a proper diet, as well as to engage in
kinetic activities for 6 months, twice a week, that would take place in the school’s gym and
one session a week of outdoor excercise.
In order to prove the efficiency of the assigned physical excercises, objective
parametres were studied (variations of the body weight – weight lose, BMI evolution, body
composition evolution) as well as subjective parametres (a questionnaire targeting eating
habits, lifestyle).
The questionnaires were filled in under parents’ supervision, making sure the answers
reflect reality. Each subject was given the following questionnaire to fill out:
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1. What type of food do you like more
a) fruits
b) sweets
c) fast-food
2. How many hours per day do you spend watching TV or on the computer
a) two hours
b) three hours
c) more than three hours
d) less than two hours
3. How many hours do you spend playing every day
a) an hour a day
b) one hour, twice a week
c) two hours
d) less than an hour
4. What would you say about your physical excercise routine
a) I never practice physical excercise
b) I ocasionally practice physical excercise
c) I practice physical excercise twice a week
d) I practice physical excercise daily for at least 30 minutes
5. Chose the methods you have tried in order to lose weight before you enrolled in this
study
a) diet
b) diet containing „slim fast” food (nourishments)
c) physical excercise associated with hypocaloric diet prescribed by nutritionist
d) I have never tried
6. How do you appreciate at the beginning/end of physical program the quality of your
life
a)

very good b) good c) average d) poor

Results and debatings

Grapf 1. Repartition according to the reasons of signing up in the experiment
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Note the large number of overweight and obese children, 40 (10,7%) which
unfortunately alarming figure is confirmed by statistics provided by various organizations. On
the other hand that more than half of them wanted to participate in the program show that
parents begin to understand the risks of obesity.

Graph 2. Repartition based on sex
The final results marked out that the two people who lost less than 3 kg were two boys
who did not manage to abstain from sweets and who were not really interested in their
appearance either. Very good results were achieved by a girl and three boys who lost more
than 7 kg.
Throughout the study, we notice that the majority of the children (13) have never
performed any physical activity until taking part in this program.
Only 3 of the children have previously engaged in sports activities twice a week, which
also made them the easiest to work with by making it possible to extend the length of the
sessions up to 60 minutes after 3 weeks (graph 3).
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Graph 3. Repartition based on the performed physical activity
Most of the children have recorded a weight loss of around 6-7 kg. Even though it may
sound like a small amount, the results are considered very good given the fact that the young
ones find it harder to abstain themselves from the „sweet” temptations.
Out of the 4 children (17%) that lost over 7 kg, D.A.M, third grader, was one of the
most motivated children of the group and had the full support of his family (graph 4).

Graph 4. The analysis of the subjects according to the objective parametres
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Graph 5. Yuhasz method
The number of chubby children may seem small but we have to consider the fact that
the program lasted only 6 months, their age was considerably young and they were difficult to
convince of the importance of regular physical activity, unless the activities were made to be
fun and attractive.
The questionnaire’s analysis
During this study we did not succeed to break the children’s habit of eating sweets, but
we did win the battle against fast-food: initally 16 kids admitted that they frequently go to fastfood restaurants and by the end of the 6 months just 2 kept the statement. Everything was
obviously supported by the parents.

Graph 6. Preferred foods
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The result analysis regarding the quality of life

Graph 7.Quality of life - initial

Graph 8. Quality of life – final

Diagram 9. Time spent playing - initial
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Graph 10.Time spent playing – final

Graph. 11. Time spent in front of TV or computer - initial

Diagram 12. Time spent in front of TV or computer - final
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Another discovered fact is that at the beginning of the study the majority of the children
(19) preffered being on the computer or watching TV, only 4 of them going outside to play one
hour per day.
This ratio has changed considerably at the end of the 6 months, only 3 children
preffering tv. These three children were the also the ones who less managed to lose weight, due
to being poorly motivated and encouraged by their parents.

Conclusions
The study has revealed the efficiency of regular physical excercise as a treatment
against obesity. After 6 months, by monitoring the evolution of the parametres in each subject
we notice significantly improved values, the weight loss chart shows that: 50% of the subjects
have lost 6-7 kg, 25% lost 4-5 kg, 17% of the children dropped more 7 kg and only 8% less
than 3 kg.
When it comes to the evolution of the body composition, out of the 24 subjects
previously diagnosed as obese, at the end 9 were declared as fat, 5 chubby and only 10 still
declared obese, though they did lose weight and reducing the envelope size measured.
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POSSIBILITIES AND LIMITS IN EXTREME SPORT
Posibilităţi şi limite în sportul extrem
Prof. Silvia TEODORESCU7, PhD
Orlando CRISTEA,
PhD student UNEFS Bucharest

Rezumat: Scopul: Lucarea abordează un sport extrem relativ nou, în
continuă dezvoltare, care combină alergarea - escalada - mersul - zborul cu
parapanta şi deci cumularea mai multor ramuri sportive, parte dintre ele,
insuficient cercetate. Material şi metodă: Sportivii participanţi la X Alps Red Bull
sunt supuşi unor eforturi de limită datorate celor 12-14 zile competiţionale în care
se străbat circa 1800 Km., diferenţele totale de altitudine parcurse în mers sau
alergare se situează peste 50.000 m; diferenţele totale de altitudine în zbor sunt de
peste 80.000 m; totalul orelor de odihnă efectivă (somn) pe zi nu depăşeşte 4 ore;
sportivii pierd în greutate peste 12 Kg., se confruntă cu multiple răni, tensiuni şi
întinderi musculare, crampe musculare pe fondul lipsei acute a sărurilor,
vitaminelor şi mineralelor şi nu în ultimul rând o epuizare psihică accentuată.
Concluzii: Înţelegerea mecanismelor şi resurselor pe care sportivul participant la
acest gen de competiţii le poate mobiliza în efortul specific prestat, ar putea duce la
stabilirea unor coordonate care generalizate, pot fi folosite apoi în pregătirea pe
diferite ramuri sportive cu zone de efort şi solicitări asemănătoare.
Cuvinte cheie: sport extrem, solicitare, competiţie

Abstract: Purpose: This paper deals with a relatively new extreme sport, still
under development, which combines running - climbing - walking - paragliding and
thus cumulating several sports, some of them insufficiently investigated. Methods:
Athletes participating in the Red Bull X Alps are subjected to limit efforts due to the
12-14 competitions days in which they cross about 1800 Km. Overall altitude
differences in walk or run is above 50,000 m; total altitude differences in flight are
over 80,000 m, the total actual hours of rest (sleep) per day shall not exceed 4
hours; athletes lose weight over 12 kg., faces multiple injuries, tension and muscle
strains, muscle cramps due to severe lack of salts, vitamins and minerals, not to
mention the strong mental exhaustion. Conclusions: Understanding the mechanisms
and resources that athletes participating in such competitions can mobilize in the
specific effort performed, could lead to the establishment of some coordinates,
which generalized, can then be used in preparation of various sports with similar
areas of effort and applications..
Keywords: extreme sport, solicitation, competition
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Introduction
The sports domain has presently reached amazing performances that involves science
and technique of the highest quality.
The need for „more, faster, more sophisticated or for a break from routine” combined
with new tehnical possibilities and updated materials have led to new forms of sport activities/
sports manifestations and competition, which in most cases push the human limits beyond
everything that was imagined so far: extreme sports.
Most of the time these sportsmen’s/athlets’ achievements outgrow by far the functional
capacity, both mental and driving/propellent/actuating, situating themselves in the superior
rank of great performance sport.
Competitions that are already consacrated or less knows, such as Ironman in triatlon
(3.8 km swimming, 180 km cycling, 42.3 km running), Race across America in 5000 km
cycling, the super marathons from the Himalayas, Nepal, yahting in kingdoms around the
world, the world circuit of acrobatic jumps into water off cliffs and last but not the least, the
competition that represents the target of our study: Red Bull X-Alps in running-moutain
climbing – paragliding.
The contest/competition consists of covering the 864 km straight-line distance between
Salzburg and Monaco, either by foot (running, climbing or walking) or by paragliding.
The start point of the competition is in Mozartplatz in Salzburg, Austria and the arrival
in Monaco. There are eight control points on the entire track, located in Austria, Italy,
Switzerland, France and last in Monaco.
In order to highlight the track’s level of difficulty and in order to get a better perception
when if comes to the toughness of the sustained effort, we will list the control points demaned
by the organizing committee, which the participants must go through:
1) The summit of Geisberg, Austria -1288m;
2) The summit of Dachstein, Austia - 2653m;
3) The summit of Grossglockner, Austria - 3798m;
4) The summit of Tre Cime, Austria-Italy - 2999m;
5) The summit of Piz Palü, Switzerland - 3901m;
6) The summit of Matterhorn, Switzerland - 4478m;
7) The summit of Mont Blanc, France - 4792m;
8) Mont Gross, France - 723m.
A number of 30 out of the best athlets take part in the competition, as a result of the
preliminary selection and they will have to go through the entire distance no matter what
terrain/ ground.
The sportsmen must transport their necessary travel equipment, including the
paragliding, protection helmet and the helping sticks. Besides all these, their pack must contain
flying instruments, altimetre, GPS, communication tools, cell phone, spare batteries, food,
necessary liquids, all of these items reaching together a total weight of at least 15 kilograms.
It is the sportsman’s responsabilty to travel by means of his own. Using any other
method or equipment to travel or receiving help from a third party will get him disqualified. It
is also againts the rules to use tunnels, the chosen path, should be free of any suspicion of
outside help, even if that means it’s gonna be circular. On top of that, it is well known that
GPS devices lose signal in tunnels.
The overnight settings and morning recovery depend on the route the sportsman chose,
making it the sportsman’s full responsability. During the imposed rest period, between 23.00
p.m. and 4.00 a.m, the sportsman is not allowed to go out of a 250 m radius. No matter where
he is located at, either hotel, street or on top of the mountain, in the wild, independent of
eather conditions, rain or snow, -15, -20 °C, he has to stop at 23.00 p.m. and find a place
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within 250 m to stay overnight, until 4.00 a.m. If the distance limit is crossed, a 24 hour forfeit
will be applied.
Sometimes, the variations of temperature can reach even more than a 30 degrees
Celsius difference in just a few hours. This leads to significant collateral energetic losses,
which the sportsman should be aware of.
The flying time is limited to a period of time 21.00 p.m. to 5.30 a.m. There are certain
flying area rules that have to be obeyed and if broken, the participants risk a 24-hour penalty or
disqualification. Unfortunatly that was the case of our sportsman which at the 2009 edition has
exceeded the permitted air space with only 100 metres.
The sportsman is allowed to have a so called assistant on his team, which can help him
logistic, organizing and setting the optimal route, diet, the posibility to sleep in the team’s car.
On the other hand physical or mechanical help of the sportsman or his pack while on track is
totally forbiden. Even if the help is just for a short distance, like 1 metre for example, it will
lead to the team being disqualified.
In order to improve the efficiency and rhythm of the race/competition, everyday the last
participant is eliminated. At the same time, the arriving area, together with the competition is
closed down after 48 hours pass since the first participant reaches the final point.
Back in 2011, only two sportsmen have officially concluded the competition, managing
to get to Monaco, the winner and the romanian athlete who won second place. The rest of the
participants had started the race, but did not finish it. The winner of the third place ended the
race at a distance of only 9 km from the arrival point.
All the athlets possess an amazing physical training/status, as they are have an auxiliar
series of hard tasks such as transporting their own equipment (for example the paragliding);
adapting fast to different levels of altitude, the requirement to gain/obtain altitude in order to
launch the paragliding, control points that are located at heights above 4000 metres and last but
not the least the competition chalendar which consists of competitions that take place in
extreme conditions.
Depending on the weather conditions, the participants can go through all the distance by
flying (weather, thermal drifts/stream) or by running-climbing-walking. This is why theirs
training must be right-down.
The romanian sportsman is not really a redoubtable flier, judging from how in each
competition he succesfully made it through 70% of the distance by running and only 30% by
flying.
Purpose and hypothesis
Given Toma Coconea’s previous results (twice won second place in the X Alps Red
Bull competition, last time in 2011), we hope that through a scientific monitoring and
supervision of his training process we could contribute to a future victory at the next edition.
Hypothesis
Monitoring all the request brought upon by training and competing is meant to ensure a
more efficient preparation by providing an optimal energetic/ result rate.
Material and method
This research was done in 2011 and consisted of monitoring the demands the sportsman
had to go through, during training in the country, at Petrosani, as well as during the official
XApls Red Bull competition.
Sportsman; Toma Coconea, Romania
• Participated in five Red Bull X-Alps editions
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• Has been practicing this sport for approximately 15 years
• Won second place in the 2007 and 2011 editions
Research methods
studying speciality bibliography
case study
tests method
graphic representation
Acquired results
The used data were taken from the latest edition of the official competition and includes
all the parameters that quantify the effort all the sportsmen were subjected to, by days and
during the entire track.
All the gathered data draw a good picture of the sportsman’s real track, through GPS
system, the different level they achieve, the differential and total flying altitude, the daily and
total mileage, the flying speed and ground speed, the amount of hours of sleep and the hours of
intense physical activity per day and per the entire competition.

Table no.1. Race statistics
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Among the official data, for the Romania sportsman we have used the
functional values that were recorded during a training sessions at Petrosani, in
the precompetiting stage/ before the competition stage.

Figure no.1. Heart rate
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Figure no.2 Respiration rate

Figure no.3. Calories
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By analyzing the functional data, it is proven that the Romanian sportsman, even in the
stage before the competition, has a good adaptation to effort. The training consisted of going
through a level difference of over 1000m (starting at 548 m, finishing at 1645 m) in a relatively
short time (one hours 48 minutes and 56 seconds), time in which the cardiac frequency
recorded medium values of 141 beats/minute, with a maximum value of 160 beats/minute. The
functional acquired values help us state that the sportsman’s effort and recovery capacity
reaches a high level, allowing him to participate and get good results in the X Alps Red Bull
competition.
Conclusions
The X Alps Red Bull participating sportmen are being subjected to limit effort due to
the 12-14 competition days in which they have to go through almost 1800 Km distance, more
than 50.000 m difference in altitude level in running or walking; total altitude difference in
flying breach a limit of 4 hours; the participants lose up to 12 kg in weight, get multiple
injuries and polled muscles, muscular cramps based on a severe salt, vitamins and mineral
deficiency and not the least important they go through a severe mental exhaustion.
The better understanding of the mechanisms and resources a sportsman engaged in such
competition can use depending on the performed effort is designed to highlight some
coordinates, that can be used as general coordinates in training for different sports branches,
each with similar effort and demands.
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INFLUENCE-RELATED PARTICULARITIES IN SPORTS
ACTIVITIES - NORMALIZATION, CONFORMITY, MINORITY
INFLUENCE
Influenţele legate de particularităţi în activităţile sportive – normalizare, conformitate,
influenţele minorităţii
Marian TEODORU 8, Associate Prof. PhD
Rezumat. Prin tema abordată, lucrarea noastră informativă îşi propune să
sublinieze importanţa influenţei, cu formele sale de normalizare, conformism şi
influenţă minoritară, tratate din perspectiva activităţilor sportive. Astfel, se
evidenţiază contextual semnificaţia lor în cadrul multiplelor relaţii care se stabilesc
între principali actori ai acestor activităţi: antrenorul, sportivul, psihologul etc.
Finalizarea expunerii recomandă următoarele: aspectele de influenţă trebuie
teoretizate în cadrul antrenamentului; atitudinea şi comportamentul antrenorului
(atât în procesul de pregătire, cât şi în afara lui) trebuie să fie conforme cu statutul
acestuia; eliminarea din cadrul mediului specific activităţilor sportive a oricărei
forme de influenţă care poate avea repercusiuni majore la nivelul comportamentului
sportivilor.
Cuvinte-cheie: influenţă, activităţi sportive, normalizare, conformism, influenţă
minoritară.
Abstract. Through the approached topic, our informative paper aims at
emphasizing the importance of the influence forms - normalization, conformity and
minority - considered from the sports activity perspective. Thus, we highlight their
significance in the context of the multiple relationships established between the main
actors of these activities: coach, athlete, psychologist etc. The final part of our
presentation recommends the following: the influence-related aspects should be
theorized during the training sessions; coach’s attitude and behavior (both in the
training process and beyond it) should be in conformity with his status; the
environment specific to sports activities should be cleared of any influence form
susceptible to have major consequences on athletes’ behavior.
Key-words: influence, sports activities, normalization, conformity, minority
influence.
Introduction
In daily life, when some activities (regardless of their nature) are developed, permanent
transfers of influence occur between individuals. They are differently exerted by the
participants in the respective activities. Such influences may have a major impact on each
one’s attitudes and behavior.
Usually, those who enjoy a higher prestige, hold a high-ranking position, have a status
appreciated by the society, are more experienced in a domain etc., can exert stronger
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influences on persons who haven’t reached the level of the above-mentioned characteristics
and, consequently, they can produce significant modifications of their personality.
Influences are produced by most of the people with no intentionality, others (usually)
occur in an organized framework and many of them can be planned.
The term “influence” designates: “The power exerted by someone or something on a
human being, a thing or a phenomenon (leading to their alteration). Action deliberately exerted
by a person on another person, in order to change his character, his conduct, or involuntary,
through the prestige, the authority etc. he enjoys” (DEX, 2007).
Social influence refers to the effects exerted by each individual on the others, at the
attitudinal and behavioral levels (Bocu, 2003: 237).
Present level reflected in the specialty literature
Among the first researchers on social influence, we can mention Norman Triplett, Max
Ringelman, Gabriel Tarde and Gustave Le Bon.
In humans, influences can aim at building up attitudes and orienting behaviors or at
changing them.
In the field of corporal activities, respectively in sports field, on the one hand, coaches,
athletes, instructors, physicians, psychologists, kinesitherapists etc., and, on the other hand, the
environment in which sports activities are performed, but also the situations, the spectators
etc., become, for each participant, influence agents. Therefore, all the individuals participating
in sports activities can be influenced and, in their turn, they can influence.
The future athlete is submitted to social influences before he starts his performance
activity (in family, at kindergarten, at school etc.). He permanently modifies his behavior and
attitude under the others’ influence, but, in his turn, he also modifies the others’ behavior and
attitude (for instance, through an outstanding evolution in the competitions).
The coach (due to his position) has a strong influence on the athlete and, consequently,
he can change his behavior. The means he can use to influence the athletes are very different,
starting from his status and prestige, passing through the norms institutionalized within the
group of athletes and ending with various appreciations and evaluations of the athletes.
Obviously, the athlete can also change the coach’s behavior, through his personality
manifestations, his personal example, his diligence in the training process etc.
Influence can occur within different types of relations, for instance between: athletes,
coach and team, athlete and team, a team and another team, psychologist and athlete etc.
Regardless of the performed sports characteristic, athletes’ behavior aims at being
appropriate to the concrete situations specific to the respective event. We refer here to aspects
regarding the technical-tactical factor (that sums up the potentialities and, respectively, the
physical, technical, theoretical and psychical capacities) required by the regulations. All these
expressions can determine some influences, for example through one’s personal way of
valorizing the exercises (style).
Approached topic
In the specialty literature, we can find many forms of social influences, but our paper
refers to normalization, conformity and minority influence.
The athlete uses some technical-tactical elements in his competitive actions, in order to
influence his teammates, his opponents, but also the referees, the spectators etc., being
influenced, in his turn, by each of these agents.
There are different types of influences characteristic to each type of activity, depending
on the sports event characteristics, as well as on the “source’s” personality, and similarly, there
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are different modalities to react to these influences, depending on the “target’s” personality,
but all of them should be corroborated with the technical-tactical possibilities allowed by the
regulations of each discipline-event.
Although in his specific training the athlete performs according to the known tactical
plan (adopted, determined by all the identified variables), there are situations in which he must
act differently, that surprise even himself. In such unique situations, the athlete acts, on the one
hand, with all his technical, tactical, physical, theoretical and psychological capacities, and, on
the other hand, in correlation with his personal experience.
By having in view the great number of unpredictable variables existing in any new
competition (the opponents’ value and psychophysical characteristics, the environment
characteristics etc.), we should modify, for each of such new competitive challenges, some
training aspects, inclusively those related to the influence exerted on the opponent.
The greater the coach’s successful influence on the athlete the higher his
professionalism, moral value and sports value.
Prestigious athletes and coaches must be very careful in everything they do, because
their influence overwhelming impact on the others is huge and this situation requires them an
additional effort, in the sense that they have to “think for the others”, too. Beginner athletes,
but also the advanced ones, will minutely imitate their attitudes and behaviors. If these
personalities who enjoy a real prestige are placed in situations that don’t match with their
image of “great” champion or “great” coach, then dramatic behavioral changes may occur in
most of the athletes.
Within each sports group, there are norms that must be respected by all the group
members. These norms give the functional nature of the respective group.
Athletes who are part of that group mutually influence one another in most of their
judgments and actions. Usually, the younger athletes, with no sports experience, unconfident in
themselves and with poorer results are influenced by the great champions in all they undertake.
If the novice athletes have already formed an opinion, a behavior or an attitude, they can
change it in their team’s presence. And if they have participated with their team in the
construction of some norms or opinions, they will respect them in their individual activities
and will decisively be against any possible change.
Certainly, when a norm doesn’t produce the expected effects on the new-comers to the
group, the group relations can be perturbed, particularly if the respective norm contravenes to
some high social value norms.
Normalization involves both the knowledge of the norms established by the society, the
group, the team, the athlete etc. and the means through which they compel the actors to
observe them. Generally, in order to establish a team norm (normative influence), its members
resort to different coercion or reward measures, and in order to find out some information, they
resort to the team members’ mutual confidence (informational influence by consensus).
A great number of athletes accept the rules imposed by the majority of the team
members, because they don’t want to lose their team member status and, obviously, they don’t
want to be sanctioned by warnings, deprived from certain rights, excluded from the team etc. If
the team members’ cohesion is higher, then they will make greater efforts to remain in the
team and, naturally, to react to any manifestation of non-conformity.
Athletes who conform to the group pressure also assume this behavior. That is why
when an athlete gives up his individual actions and, because of the group pressure, modifies
his behavior and fails in finalizing the common objective, he usually admits that he is totally
responsible for the unsuccessful action.
The sports training good organization should rely on well-established norms that must
be understood by all the group members. However, many coaches impose to the athletes strict
technical, behavioral or organizational norms, for instance, by motivating that such actions are
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meant to lead to exceptional competitive results, but they disregard the athlete’s real
possibilities, his personality, the concrete situations in which the objectives are achieved etc.
The athlete must be correctly informed by the coach about all the training aspects,
otherwise he becomes unconfident in his actions and he often misuses different solutions taken
from the others. And if in the respective team there are also other athletes who don’t properly
understand the information necessary to perform the training, they will construct an answer
based on the reports provided by most of their teammates.
If athletes don’t conform to the training norms, coaches shouldn’t immediately apply
sanctions (that can frequently generate conflicts), but they should, on the one hand, analyze if
those norms fully correspond to the team, and, on the other hand, identify the most efficient
norms, without determining efforts that are under or above the respective athletes’ level. Thus,
the norms (rules, exigencies) must be established and formulated in relation to the objectives
and the performed activities, for example: training types, competition level, athletes’ level,
types of sports disciplines.
In sports, all the disciplines benefit from regulations set up by the international
federations, according to which all the activities specific to sports disciplines and events are
performed.
In sports games, for instance, once the team norms are established, the created
framework will allow its members to exert a “conformity pressure”, with effects on any
individual who thinks and acts differently, as compared to the team.
This “conformity pressure” exerted by the group (made up of a greater number of
individuals) on the outsiders is materialized through the tendency of the latter ones to adopt the
team’s way of thinking and acting, by usually giving up their convictions and actions (they join
the majority).
Most of the young athletes are influenced and they conform to the group due to the
great number of individuals with the same attitude, while others do it by imitation or
identification.
Many times, these attitudes of influence by conformity (with the previously discussed
particularities) are not preserved if they are not confirmed over a long period of time, except
for the individuals who interestedly conform to the group, going beyond their own beliefs.
In sports activities, all the athletes should conform to the characteristics and regulations
of the practiced events, without which the respective activities can’t be performed. Under some
aspects, athletes’ conformity exceeds the formal stage and they must internalize the norms,
their non-observance leading to consequences that might also affect the individual’s security.
Great athletes always adopt attitudes and behaviors corresponding to the social and
sports norms, but they never prove conformity, which means they don’t adopt and don’t
conform in a mechanical way to some so-called norms and principles imposed by the team.
Exceptional athletes adhere to the team and internalize the norms imposed by its
members only after a critical analysis and, generally, only if they correspond to their
convictions.
In sports activities, most of the relations are based on what we call “conformity”. But
the modality through which this action is accepted, as well as the degree of conformity, depend
on various factors: for example, a conformist attitude may lead to formalism.
At a higher training level, the relations between the sports team members and the team
managers should be completely open. Thus, each individual who plays even a minor role in the
sports performance obtaining must clearly and openly assert what he thinks about the issues
discussed within the respective group (by bringing pertinent arguments), whether his opinion
corresponds or not to the others’.
Although the power exerted by most of the group athletes has neutralizing effects on
any opinion which doesn’t conform to its norms, there are situations when some of the group
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individuals can influence by promoting realistic ideas also adopted by the other group
members. In other words, a team’s source of success can also be an individual who argues his
opinion.
Related to the coach’s concerns with the discussed topic, we underline some aspects:
individuals’ selection for a certain team should be made without affecting the respective
athlete’s personality and without underestimating his ideas and behavior, as compared to the
team’s; in a sports team, each group member should conform to some logical norms set up by
the group and he must internalize them, so that they become a natural way of establishing
relationships with the other group members, but also with the newly-integrated into the team;
periodically, an analysis of the group norms should be individually performed by the coach,
namely with each of the group members (valorization of their opinions), in order to eliminate
the intra-group conformity pressure; the most valuable athletes shouldn’t ever forget that there
are young athletes who attempt, in everything they do, to identify with them (through their
behaviors, clothes, extraprofessional activities etc.), which leads to these individuals’ prompt
conformity to the group norms, when the respective team includes remarkable sports
personalities; the same thing is also applicable to coaches.
Conclusions
The influence-related aspects should be theorized during the training sessions.
Coach’s attitude and behavior (both in the training process and beyond it) should be in
conformity with his status.
The environment specific to sports activities should be cleared of any influence form
susceptible to have major consequences on athletes’ behavior.
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MANAGEMENTUL BAZELOR ŞI INSTALAŢIILOR SPORTIVE
Managementul bazelor şi instalaţiilor sportive
Nicolae ELISABETA9
Gabriel PIŢIGOI
UMF Carol Davila Bucharest

Rezumat. Scopul acestui studiu este de a identifica elementele constitutive în
ceea ce priveşte elaborarea unui proiect managerial strategic pentru dezvoltarea
unui club sportiv. Terenurile sportive reprezintă doar unele dintre elementele care
determină calitatea dotărilor sportive, însă rămân unele dintre cele mai importante
elemente deoarece încearcă să satisfacă cererile publicului. Metode. S-a folosit
studiul bibliografic. Rezultate. Managementul este definit ca un instrument care are
capacitatea de a conduce societatea comercială către o dezvoltare profitabilă, în
timp ce apare pe un loc bun în ierarhia scopurilor propuse şi a obiectivelor
asigurate. Orientarea societății comerciale sau a regiei autonome către viitor,
precum şi progresul managementului, se bazează pe exigențele generale ale
ştiințelor aplicate, pe continuitatea dezvoltării cunoaşterii, pe observația riguroasă
a organizării şi desfăşurării procesului managerial şi de asemenea, pe cercetări
sistematice atât a realizărilor, cât şi a eşecurilor.
Cuvinte cheie: management, terenuri sportive, dotări sportive, economia de
piață
Abstract. The goal of this study is to identify the constituive elements regarding
the elaboration of a strategical managerial project for the development of a sporting
club.Sporting grounds represent just one of the elements that determine the quality
of sporting facilities,however remaining one of the most important elements because
it tries to meet the public requests. Methods. Bibliographical study was used.
Results. Management is treated as the instrument that has the ability to lead the
commercial society to a profitable expansion while is listed in a good place in the
hierachy of wanted goals and insured objectives.The orientation of the commercial
society or the autonomous administration towards future,the progress of
management are based on the general demandings of applied sciences,on the
continuity of knowledge development, on the rigorous observation of organizing and
unfolding the managerial process and also on the systematical research of both
achievements and failures.
Key-words: management, sporting grounds, sport facilities, market economy
Introduction
The management of sporting grounds is a quite controversial subject and also current.
But it does not represent the only element that should be taken into consideration and also can
not be analysed separately from other elements.
1
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As we can see, the financial situation from our country is developing and improving
according to the social-economical situation imposed by the financial crisis. This direction
imposed the alignment of our country with the european standards, despite the lack of
homogenity that still exists.The demand in sporting area is growing, extending and
diversifying, being in alignment with european standards.
The management of sporting grounds implies simultaneous actions of two different
parts, private and public, which intervene in two diffrent ways, even though the changes they
make are closely related.The management of the ground, the last link of this chain, has to
verify if the choices are correctly made, often bearing negative consequences.
The actual level reflected in this subject-based literature
This subject-based literature presents many points of view regarding the management of
organizations.In the following statements we will try to present as widely as possible this
opinions, trying to sketch as good as possible the theme we are interested in. Since, Petersen
and Plowman (1958), show that from a social point of view, management is a method or
technique developed because the humans’ tendency to create groups.This way, management
can be defined as the sum of methods used to determine, clarify and achieve the goals of a
certain group. Also Drucker (1957), while supporting a special point of view, was talking
about management just in companies that were producing goods or providing econimical
services and was underlining that management experience can not be transfered or applied in
organising and leading other institutions.
William Newman defines management as technical-social importance, as targeting,
leading and controlling the efforts of a group of individuals in order to achieve a common goal.
It is obvious that a good leader is the person able to make the group achieve its goals, spending
as little sums of monet, resources, efforts as posiible. According to the opinion of Mackensie
A. Management is the process in which the manager uses three basic elements-ideas, objects
and people, achieving the goals through others, and by the saying of Jean garbier management
means organization, the art of leadership,of administration.
It is a known fact that management is represented by a good organization.Organization
represents a group of people that unfold a planned activity, coordinated with the goal of
acheving common objectives, pre-established, secific for diffrent domanins (production,
services, commerce, education, sport...) Within the organization, the unfolding of activities
assumes, with the human resources,using other types of resources, in an internal and externam
environment.North-American studies are defined by pragmatic definitions of management,
underlining the importance of the manager:’’the coordination process of human, informational,
material and financial resources trying to acheve the goals of the organization’[Reece and
O’Grady, quoted by Nicolescu, Verbancu, 2001]
In the opinion of romanian authors Nicolescu and Verbancu (2001) the management of
an organization resides in studying the relations and processes within it, trying to discover the
laws and the principles that governs them and to conceive new systems, methods, techniques
and ways of leading, all of these being able to ensure the obtaing, maintaining and rising
competitiveness.
Dumbrava (2001) sustains that the process of management (leadership) represents the
ensemble of phases, work processes which determine the goals of the system and constituent
subsystems, the resources and needed work processes to achieve them and through which we
can integrate and control the work of the personnel, using a sum of methods and techniques
trying to achieve as efficient as possible the pre-established goals of the firm. Creating the
principles of management, the author values the results from the systemic point of view beside
the results from the action and efficiency point of view (fig. 1).
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Fig. 1 Action and efficiency point of view

Moldoveanu (quoted by Hoffman, 2004) sustains that the main structures of
organizations can be classified like this:
a) private organizations created by individuals or groups of people for marketpurposes
or other activities with social interest.They are managed by their owners or managers. They
have the forms of individual firms, commercial societies or associations with operational goals
and diffrent sizes. The main diffrence between a private and a public organization is the
criteria applied for the succes of the actions that sketch themselves through the goal and the
types of property and management.
b) private organizations created by the gouverment for group or political purposes,
being fundamentally managed by political representatives.The criteria for success can be of
social or political type. Public organizations cover a wide range of activities, being involved in
taking, implementing and applying public politics. They can contain:national industries,central
departments, local authorities, departmental agencies and other organizations resulting from
the legislation in force and the Governmental Program.
After several Romanian authors, management of the organization is to study the
processes and relationships within their management, regarding the discovery of regularities
and principles that govern them and the design of new systems, methods, techniques and ways
of governing, likely to ensure obtaining, maintaining and increasing competitiveness.
(Hoffman, 2004)
In this paper we gather around those who believe that management is the ensemble of
activities, techniques, methods, disciplines that encompasses the duties of leadership,
management, administration and organization of the company (autonomous overhead) and
aims at the optimal decisions in designing and adjusting processes,trying to train the entire
staff of employees to undertake and to work more profitable, to organize changes ensuring
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future abiding unity and effective economic and social stability. We believe that such a
definition of management is preferable because it unifies the main elements defining the
previous exposures that were cast separately and fragmented. At the same time, we appreciate
that this definition presents operations and management functions in action arising from them,
with their orientation towards the achievement of the goal set by the Board of Directors,
Steering Committee, or by the general manager of the company. By the definition above,
management is treated as a tool that could lead the company to a profitable expansion to the
extent set out in a good place in the hierarchy of goals and objectives pursued. Orientation of
the company towards the future, an overhead of the autonomous management of progress is
based on the requirements of the applied sciences, continuity in the development of the
knowledge, the rigorous observation of the Organization and the management process and in
the end, the systematic study of both the successes and the failures.
In the literature, the management of the sports organization "is defined as all the
elements of a decision making, organizational, informational, motivational, etc. within the
sports organization, through which it carries out the assembly processes and management
relations, in order to obtain the greatest efficiency [after Nicolescu, Verbancu, 1999, p.57,
quoted by Hoffman, 2004, p.84] In outlining and adapting the system of management are
important elements of the specific structure of the central public administration with
competences in the field of physical education and sport, the decentralized public services,
corresponding to each county sports organisations' structures (units) which provides
accommodation, meals, training and relaxing, as well as those that provide other services
(scientific research, sports medicine, training, etc.), in particular: a) profile; b) size and
structure of the human resources; c) potentials and the mindset of staff as a whole, regardless
of the position and occupation; d) size and structure of material resources; It's position in the
Organization), national and international levels; f) stakeholders (Hoffman, 2004)
The main components of organizational structure (individuals and subdivisions) of the
sports organization are: position, function, hierarchical, hierarchical level and organizational
relations.
Depending on the complexity of the work, the means of communication between levels,
economic-financial effort necessary communication and organizational solutions adapted to
the structures of the two variables (Stancioiu, Militaru, 1998)
---the number of levels, which describes the height of the pyramid; the hierarchical
pyramid has several levels, with both leadership depart from the place where the operations
bazăşi the response time of the system increases, and vice versa;
---control area (hierarchical weight), depicting the opening of the pyramid is based on
the number of subordinates who returns to a manager; This change is dropping, when the
pyramid is high or increasing by, vice versa (Hoffman, 2004)
The issue approached in the conditions of market economy
The beginnings of a market economy were marked by the emergence of capitalist
system in Western Europe. With the relatively long history of the system, considering that, at
present, only about a quarter of the world's population has been living in countries which can
be considered as having market economy. It goes without saying that the market economy,
dedicated as the most efficient economic system, still has large reserves of worldwide
expansion. As you know, the Romanian economy currently and is in the process of transition
to a market economy. It follows, therefore, the need for boundaries in time and space, the
market economy can be characterized only on the basis of comparative analysis, primarily with
pre-capitaliste economies.
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The market economy is the system of division of labour based on private property in the
means of production. It is a cooperative system in which each individual is integrated in and to
your interest. The State does not intervene in actions that are the subject of the market.
According to the general characteristics of the project, the market may be wider or
narrower. For example, for a european educational project there might be many applicants
from schools and high schools to universities that compete in the application project.
Obviously, all these applicants are in the field of education (Radu, coord. 2008)
Project bidders and contractors could be international organizations, national
organizations, public or private, natural or legal persons, etc. The demanding creators of
projects or contractors could be collective or people from universities, different research
institutions, design, non-governmental organizations, natural or legal persons qualified in this
area. Funders are banking institutions, investment funds, or in some cases, collected in
foundation funding programs in various fields (Stancioiu, Militaru, 1998)
Thus, the market is not a place, but as Ludwingnton M says (1998):’ a process, the way
in which, through buying and selling, through production and consumption, individuals
contribute to the overall progress of society’
At a worldwide level we can see that there is a revolution. There is not a revolution of
the political systems, though they are also affected, but it is an economic revolution. A
revolution called the knowledge revolution ,that makessignificant change in terms of how the
running of economic processes (Radu, 2008)
As it shows as, the experience of developed countries from the economic point of view,
one of the possibilities of solving the economic problems is the development of entrepreneurial
activity that is considered to be a primary factor in the development of the market economy.
Obviously, the main subject is the entrepreneur, the Manager. He is the person working in the
interest of the organization, assuming some risk. He has to know how to exercise managerial
activity, the environment in which stock company carries out practical actions, the problems
they may face in its work, as well as the possible chances to solve them.
Businesses should keep in mind that, entrepreneurial activity is subject to the action
of a set of external and internal factors, such as: • external factors: consumer products and
services company; providers; the existence of substitutable goods; the possibility of market
entry of products; social policy-economic state.
• internal factors: management, strategy, finance, information systems, personnel,
culture, technology, structure.
The period of transition through which passes and our country, changing radically
relations between organization and its environment. The main component of the environment
becomes, thus, market, which mediates the multiple links of the organization with its
environment.The market mechanism for undertaking the implementation of supply –
production – flow outlets. Objectives of the enterprise is based on increasing adaptability and
softness, flexibility of the enterprise in relation to the environment under the conditions of
market economy, and in a constant change.
Conclusions
Sports clubs are managerial level functional structures occupying an important role
within the National Sports Federations. Laws promulgated by the setting up of private clubs
(law 31/1990, the law on trading companies) are promoting a series of new structural and
procedural organisation, or in the case of non-profit-making sports clubs, whose objective is to
coordinate, promote and expand the practice of sport is subject to the legal Government
Ordinance No. 26/2000 and law No. 69/2000 of physical education and sport.
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As the manager of a private sports club, I found that the conduct of the work of these
bodies are involved in a series of disruptive factors, such as:
► ineffective cooperation with sports federations with government bodies, public
organizations and structures of national and international;
► the absence of strategic developmental projects of private sports clubs focused on
clear goals, achievable, affordable and controllable;
► keep the old schemes of the structural and procedural organisation of sports clubs;
► the disparity between market requirements and services offered by private clubs.
► the lack of concern for continuous improvement of quality management and
management of the material basis of the structure of sports.
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OBJECTIVITY OF THE SELECTION SYSTEM TO DISCIPLINE THE
UNIVERSITY FOOTBAL
Obiectivarea sistemului de selecţie la disciplina fotbal în cadrul reprezentativelor
universitare
Asist.univ.dr. Adrian PRICOP10
Universitatea Politehnica, Bucureşti
Rezumat. Testele pe care le aplicăm în antrenamentul de fotbal sunt în
concordanţă cu factorii antrenamentului, respectiv: teste fizice, teste tehnico-tactice
şi teste psihomotrice. Fiecare categorie de teste are roluri bine definite în
dezvoltarea şi perfecţionarea pregătirii factoriale ale fotbalistului astfel: testele
fizice vor verifica pregătirea fizică generală, specifică şi individualizată a
jucătorilor; testele tehnico-tactice reflectă acumulările tehnice şi eficenţa jocului
individual şi colectiv în atac şi în apărare; testele psihomotrice sunt utilizate pentru
evaluarea unor indici ai capacităţii psihomotrice. Pentru ca procesul de selecţie să
fie căt mai complex, alături de aceste tipuri de teste, ar trebui să se regăsească şi
testele psihologice, care încearcă să redea profilul psiho-comportamental al
jucătorului de fotbal, fapt neglijat în selecţia şi pregătirea actuală a jucătorilor. De
asemenea, cu ajutorul acestor instrumente, putem stabili în ce măsură calităţile
psihice ale sportivului concordă sau nu cu cele specifice ideal.
Cuvinte cheie : teste fizice, teste tehnico-tactice , teste psihomotrice.
Abstract: The tests we apply in football training are consistent with factors such
as: physical tests, technical and tactical tests and psychomotor tests. Each category
of test has a well defined role in the development and improvement of the football
player factorial training, namely: physical tests will check the general physical
training, targeted and individualized for each player, technical and tactical tests
reflect the technical accumulation and effectiveness of the individual and team game
in attack and defence; psychomotor tests are used for assessing indices of
psychomotor ability. With these types of tests there should be included psychological
tests as well, such as to have a selection process as complex as possible, tests that
try to express the psycho-behavioural profile of the football player, fact neglected in
the current selection and training of players. Also, using these tools, we can
determine whether the mental skills of the athlete match or not the ideally specific
ones.
Key words: physical tests, tactical tests, psychomotor tests.
Introduction
The tests we apply in football training are consistent with factors such as: physical tests,
technical and tactical tests and psychomotor tests. With these types of tests there should be
included psychological tests as well, such as to have a selection process as complex as
possible, tests that try to express the psycho-behavioural profile of the football player, fact
10
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neglected in the current selection and training of players. Also, using these tools, we can
determine whether the mental skills of the athlete match or not the ideally specific ones.
Reference range
Physical tests provide information on student athletes ability to perform specific motor
acts football game. At the age 18-19 years, age prevalent in action selection that desfăşoră
reprezentativelor the university football, physical training can be found in the form of general
physical development, which can add a few specific samples such as:
Speed: 30 m linear run (sprint) = 4 sec run on 60 m = 3x90 = 8sec running under 45
seconds
Force: pushups = 25 executions, fixed traction bar = 11 executions, squats, leg
skilled = 15 executions, clumsy leg squats = 10 executions
Resistance 1500 m = 6-seven minutes, 800 m = 2 minutes 40 sec 400 = 1 minute =
28 sec 20 sec 200m
Technical tests, as simple as they are needed along with clock and meter in determining
the quality of building and perfecting the technique of the game. Technical tests fall football
game as follows:
Keeping the ball in the air on one foot 30 seconds (left and then right or alternatively)
and head.
Keeping the ball in the air with his head for 30 sec
The ball among eight stakes placed at 2 m apart.
Variants of execution: normal driving by hitting the ball from ext to in, driving by hitting
successive left and right lead by pulling the ball with feet.
Assessment can be done with notes 1 to 10 for driving the process accuracy.
Hitting the ball at goal (from a distance of 25-30m)
The left (full braid, interior, exterior, with the right (full, int, ext).
It achieved 10 consecutive executions, including 8 on the gate area.
Bilateral game (7x7, 9x9, 11x11) to demonstrate technical and tactical skills acquired.
Accuracy will follow elements and techniques, with and without opponent, and individual and
collective tactical actions in the two phases of the game (attack and defense): mark-demarcaj,
supporting the player with the ball, changing part of the game.
Many psycho-motor tests require executions preferred foot. Therefore, prior to their
implementation requires a performance characteristics lateralităţii Poda, the samples simple,
quickly executed.
Purpose
This research aims to objectify the selection process of athletes in football discipline
students who wish to join the representative teams of higher education institutions. By using
system tests can be objective selection of representative teams making the selection to be
objective. The aim is to establish the strategy selection processes, the current level of
development adapted somatosensory and motor functioning of students, strategies that can help
maximize training football players who will be part of the team istituţiei Higher Education
representative.
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In accordance with current strategies for selecting paper aims to develop model
selection to serve as the selection eficentizare university football.
The research hypothesis
If the selection of representative football team higher education institutions use a
number of significant tests reported in the literature, the selection process will be objective and
legitimized by the performance of these tests required scales.
Research methods
Research methods used were: the graphic method, statistical and mathematical method,
observation method bibliographic study.
Content of research
Study how expression of students with skills for football in the selection process. Date
of investigation took place 15 to 30 October 2010 and comprised 32 students who wanted to
participate in action selection. Tests that have been targeted testing refers to physical, technical
and tactical tests and psychomotor tests. Research was carried out in local sports complex new
Bucharest Polytechnic.
Table no1. The results of physical, technical and tactical tests and psychomotor tests
Nume
B.V.
B.D.
C.I.
G.U.
I.C.
L.M.
M.L.
M.M.
M.A
M.S.
N.L.
O.I.
P.R.
P.C.
S.B.
S.S.
S.A
S.C.
S.A
T.E
M.N.
A.A.
A.O.

A
4.3
3.9
3.8
4.7
5.0
4.8
4.1
3.8
3.5
5.0
4.4
4.3
4.3
4.2
4.6
4.2
4.7
5.1
3.7
4.2
4.3
4.1
4.2

B
15
22
25
22
12
18
19
23
25
11
21
19
18
18
15
21
20
14
24
21
20
17
18

C
6.20″
7.15″
5.92″
5.98″
7.30″
6.82″
6.22″
6.23″
6.18″
7.56″
6.67″
6.89″
6.34″
7.56″
5.90″
6.29″
7.11″
8.11″
6.56″
7.11″
6.34″
6.98″
6.56″

D
2.49″
3.01″
2.39″
2.42″
3.21″
2.47″
2.37″
2.36″
2.30″
3.24″
2.51″
2.52″
2.37″
3.14″
2.30″
2.41″
3.11″
3.29″
2.46″
3.09″
2.43″
2.67″
2.89″
68

E
8
6
8
9
6
8
9
9
9
7
8
6
10
8
7
9
7
6
9
6
9
8
7

F
30″
21
30″
30″
15″
30″
30″
30″
30″
20″
30″
23″
30″
30″
30″
28″
21″
18″
30″
12″
26″
29″
21″

G
9
7
10
10
5
8
9
8
8
7
9
6
8
8
9
8
6
8
10
6
9
9
7

H
8
7
8
8
6
9
8
8
9
7
8
6
8
8
9
8
7
7
8
7
8
8
7

I
A
R
A
A
R
A
A
A
A
R
A
R
A
A
A
A
R
R
A
R
A
A
R
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Z.V.
N.V.
C.C.
C.F.
I.R.
T.B.
T.D.
V.S.
T.E.
M.A.

4.3
3.8
3.9
4.2
4.2
4.3
4.1
4.3
4.2
4.2

13
25
25
18
20
20
16
19
17
24

7.59″
6.14″
6.03″
6.88″
7.11″
6.45″
6.30″
7.22″
6.33″
6.56″

3.25″
2.40″
2.37″
3.01″
3.14″
2.48″
2.43″
3.21″
2.42″
2.88″

6
7
8
6
7
8
9
7
9
7

5″
27″
28″
24″
14″
30″
30″
23″
30″
8″

8
8
8
7
7
9
8
8
8
6

7
8
8
7
6
8
9
7
8
5

R
A
A
R
R
A
A
R
A
R

Where: A = 30m running speed, B = pushups (25 executions), C = 1500m, D = 400m E =
the ball through the cones, keeping the ball in the air F = head (30 seconds, E = hit the ball at
the gate (25m), G = game bilateral, I = Evaluation (rejected / accepted)
Conclusions
Following evalurii we reached the following conclusions:
Using a standardized assessment system allowed me adequate knowledge of students
with skills for football.
We have removed from the group contradiction.
Selection has enjoyed objectivity.
The tests can be used as a benchmark for further testing the progress or regress can see
each student from the team representative.
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MODERN SELF-DEFENSE TECHNIQUES – KRAV MAGA
Tehnici moderne de autoapărare – Krav Maga
Prof. univ. dr. Gheorghe MARINESCU
UNEFS Bucharest
Asist. univ. drd Sorin LĂZĂRESCU11
Alexandru Ioan Cuza Police Academy

Rezumat. Dorinţa studenţilor de a învăţa ceva nou şi eficient, pentru viitoarea
carieră de poliţist, dorinţa de a-şi indeplini cu succes diferite misiuni de serviciu
precum şi dorinţa de a se perfecţiona în carieră, ne obligă pe noi profesorii de
educaţie fizică să le oferim acestora alternative moderne de pregătire fizică şi
metode eficiente de autoapărare de nivel mondial. Pe lângă multe alte tehnici de
autoapărare, krav-maga oferă studenţilor din Academia de Poliţie posibilitatea de a
învăţa un stil de luptă eficient ce poate fi folosit cu succes în orice situaţie de
menţinere a ordinii şi siguranţei cetăţeanului.
Cuvinte cheie: autoapărare,lovitura, defensiv,kick-box,tehnica.
Abstract. Students` wish to learn something new and useful for their future
police career, their constant endeavor to perform work tasks successfully, so as their
need for career development motivate physical education teachers to offer modern
physical training alternatives and worldwide effective self-defense methods. Among
other self-defense techniques, krav-maga offers the Police Academy students the
possibility to learn an efficient fighting style which can be successfully used in any
situation of maintaining order and citizen safety.
Key words: self-defense, blow, defensive, kick-box, technique.
Introduction
Krav Maga or "contact combat" translated from Hebrew, was created in the late 40s by
Imi Lichtenfild. Israeli state was the main area that has developed this style of fighting being
closely linked to the development of Israeli military forces.
In 1963 Krav Maga is also taught to civilians in Israel. Since 1980 Krav Maga is
spreading to other countries becoming a very effective fighting style for other military
organizations as well: FBI, CIA, SWAT units, French Gendarmerie, antiterrorist troops.
Krav Maga is based on simple techniques of defense, realized through the body's
natural reactions, and executed with great speed. This fighting style binds a set of principles
and techniques of self-defense from various combat sports, aimed at maintaining the physical
integrity during conflicts and avoiding as much as possible hitting your opponent.
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Subject approach:
Principles of Krav Maga:
• Avoid injuries;
• Also train from disadvantage positions;
• Identify and eliminate the threat immediately;
• Move from a situation of defense to attack as quickly as possible;
• Use the body’s natural defense reflexes;
• Hit the vulnerable areas;
• Use any available and at hand therapy;
• Whenever possible escape from commitment to a safe area;
• Never do more than is necessary.
For Krav Maga lessons the easiest and most effective technical and tactical elements
and methods of combat sports such as kick-boxing, karate, judo, wrestling, jiu-jitsu, aikido,
were adapted, allowing annihilation of any possible attack and possible neutralization of the
abuser / abusers. The processes of Krav Maga are elements of the above mentioned sports,
which in all of the real situations of fight with the opponent provide effective defense, and
timely initiation of an attack or counter attack.
This category of instruments includes: battle position (guard), travel, methods of hitting
the opponent, parrying (blocking) Esch, plugs, imbalances, joint actions, failures, processes of
opponent projection to ground; processes of opponent bottlenecks, methods of grounding the
opponent, forced leading processes, combinations of self defense methods, etc..
Kick-boxing is part of the martial arts sport that combines arm hits from western boxing
with kicks from Asian martial arts.
Karate is a martial art that incorporates an arsenal of techniques executed with different
parts or segments of the body to defend against one or more attackers, armed / unarmed. Over
time many styles of karate do have been developed (Shotokan, Wado-ryu, Goju-ryu, Shito-ryu,
Kyokushinkai, Shorinji, kempo, fudokan), styles that can be applied efficiently in Krav Maga.
Judo – ”the path to suppleness”, is a combat sport and also a nonviolent martial art
created in 1882 by the Japanese Professor Jigoro Kano (1860-1938) whose principles are
fighting with bare hands techniques used in ju-jitsu, from which there were removed those
processes which endanger the life or physical integrity of practitioners (judoka). Judo fighting
techniques include feet, ground fighting techniques, painful actions (kansetsu) in the elbow
technique, strangling techniques.
Wrestling and free fights are part of combat sports and include standing fighting
techniques and on the ground fighting techniques (soil), through which adversaries may be
immobilized (fixed).
Ju-jitsu is a martial art (combat sports) involving body joint pain activities,
strangulation and blows to the arms and legs that can neutralize opponents (annihilate).
Aikido –”the path of peace and harmony”, includes techniques consisting in the
detachment of a plug on hands, tehodoki, projecting the opponent to the ground, forcing
twisting joints, ROFU and immobilization by kansetsu gaeshi.
Combinations of methods of Krav Maga fighting styles disregard their origins, although
at times you can see their attitudes or chaining belonging to a sport or another. It is important
that each style is used most effectively and easiest to apply (principle of accessibility) in a real
confrontation.
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For any practitioner of Krav Maga it is very important to know the ”vulnerable” points
of the body: the upper head (upside the head), temples, eyes, nose, chin, occipital area, trachea,
carotid, cervical spine, collarbones, heart, solar plexus, liver, kidneys, ribs, stomach, genitals,
collateral knee ligaments, patella, ankle, tarsus and metatarsus bones, etc..
From the whole technical combat disciplines arsenal, jiu-jitsu, kick boxing, aikido, we
selected those procedures which we have considered as the most effective and which can be
used in this style of fighting (Krav Maga) in the work that will be conducted by future police
officers.
We have grouped these technical combinations as follows:
a) Restraints to attacks without grips - of
them identifying the following:
- Forcing by bending the arm at the elbow to
elbow behind;
- Forcing the coil extension arm at the elbow;
- Forcing the extension of the thumb;
- Forcing the hand by twisting and flexing
outwards.

c) Defense and retaliation against knife
attack:
- The attack is executed from top to bottom;
- The attack is executed from the bottom up;
- Attack by poke;
- Attack with hand turned.
d) Defense against attacks with blunt objects:

b) Restraints to attacks in the shoulder or
chest grip:

- Attack from above;
- Semicircular attack from above.

- Forcing the hand back into extension from
grip to chest;
- Forcing elbow by pressing the palm or
forearm laterally;
- Forcing elbow by winding arm from the
inside out;
- Forcing arm twisting inwards from grip to
breast
- Forcing the arm by twisting to exterior from
chest grip;
- Bonded pass under the aggressor`s arm.

e) Gun threat defense:
- The threat from the front;
- The threat from the side;
- The threat from behind.
f) Release from belt
- Removal of rear belts under arms;
- Removal of rear belts over arms;
- Release from the front belts under arms;
- Release from the front belts over arms;
- Release from lateral belts.

The policeman may be attacked during his professional activities with arm and leg
kicks, grip attacks, blunt object attacks, stab attacks by several attackers. Some essential rules
for such an attack are listed below.
Tactical intervention rules required in supranumeric attack (one versus two, three or
more offenders):
- Immediate detection of the most powerful aggressor and its annihilation (annihilation
of the leader of aggressors);
- Permanent supervision, if possible, of all members of the group;
- Annihilation in the first phase of the aggressor who uses or has a body-cutter blunt or
sharp (knife, bat, chair, glass etc.).
- He who is attacked should be as close with the back to a wall as possible, being able to
monitor all offenders;
- For swift disarmament and annihilation of the aggressors mostly kicks should be used;
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- Attacks and strikes against the aggressors should be as crucial and to the vulnerable
points regardless the consequences;
- If possible, require public support;
- With strong and firm voice remind the perpetrators about the consequences of their
acts and discourage them.
Conclusions
Following this exposure, we can say that Krav Maga fighting style is distinguished by
originality and pragmatism in neutralizing problematic situations efficiently and quickly,
minimizing defender risks as well as the increased accessibility regardless of gender and age.
All these constitute the arguments that advocate for the successful use in training and
continuing education system of the officers, non-commissioned officers and police officers in
our country.
We hope this paper on Krav Maga to be a starting point in studying and internalizing
this style in all forms of education of MAI.
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SOME ASPECTS RELATED TO ATHLETES’ SOCIAL AND
PROFESSIONAL INTEGRATION
Unele aspecte legate de integrarea socială şi profesională a sportivilor
Marian TEODORU12, Associate Prof. PhD
National University of Physical Education and Sports

Rezumat. Prezenta lucrare evidenţiază unele aspecte întâlnite în domeniul
sportului de performanţă. Particularităţile acestor activităţi implică din partea
sportivilor un angajament total, ceea ce face ca o serie de activităţi cerute de
societate, printre care şcolarizarea şi, respectiv, calificarea într-o anumită
meserie, să fie neglijate. Pe de altă parte, încheierea activităţii sportive îi
găseşte pe sportivi fără mijloacele necesare unei integrări corespunzătoare. Se
impun astfel câteva concluzii: deschiderea unor noi posibilităţi de reconversie
profesională pentru foştii sportivi de performanţă; crearea unor forme de
învăţământ cu un program adaptat specificului activităţilor desfăşurate şi în
relaţie cu programul performerilor; introducerea unor programe de consiliere şi
resocializare pentru sportivii care şi-au încheiat activitatea sportivă.
Cuvinte-cheie: integrare socială, sportivi de performanță, activităţi fizice şi
sportive.
Abstract. The present paper emphasizes some aspects encountered in
performance sports field. The particularities of these activities involve the
athletes’ full commitment, which makes them disregard a series of activities
required by the society, such as schooling and, respectively, qualification for a
certain job. On the other hand, when the athletes put an end to their sports
activity, they lack the means necessary to an appropriate integration. Thus, some
conclusions can be drawn: the former performance athletes should be provided
new occupational retraining opportunities; some education forms based on a
program adapted to the performed activity specificity and related to the
performers’ training schedule should be created; some counseling and resocialization programs for the athletes who ended their sports career should be
introduced.
Key-words: social integration, performance athletes, physical and sports
activities.
Introduction
Life offers us very different challenging situations we must cope with. Some aspects of
life are imposed by the society, while for the others we have a choice. Nowadays, more than
ever, changes quickly succeed one after another and this situation determines a prompt
adaptation to the new conditions.
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One of the most debated issues at the world level approaches aspects related, on the one
hand, to the emergence of new jobs and the decline of some older (traditional) jobs, and, on the
other hand, to the job changing after a certain age.
The first mention refers to what happens within each society when new technologies
appear, which determines permanent occupational reconversions. The second mention sends to
some situations in which the individuals are integrated into different activities, but, after a long
period of activity in the respective field, they have to change it. In both of the cases, the socalled “integration stages” are required.
Present level reflected in the specialty literature
The concept of “social integration” was created and introduced in the scientific
environment by the American sociology, being its very product. It was firstly used by the
American sociologist W.S. Bernard, in 1956.
In the American sociologists’ conception, social integration defines “the degree to which
the individual’s and the partial groups’ behaviors correspond to what the individual
collectivities and the partial groups expect for” (Jude, 2003: 252).
H. Mendras (1967, quoted by A. Bogdan-Tucicov, 1981: 119) considers that “psychosocial integration aims for the adherence to common goals through the assimilation of social
roles and behavioral patterns, by developing the individuals’ similar types of fundamental
relationships”.
S. Mezei (1998: 300) specifies that “the integrated entity can be a person, a group of
persons, a social category, an organization, a territorial community, a social subsystem etc.”
and then he enumerates the integration forms as follows: “professional, socio-professional,
urban, rural, cultural, educational integration etc.”.
U. Şchiopu (1997: 369) presents the following social integration forms (expressed, on the
one hand, by the person in cause, and, on the other hand, by the groups’ degree of acceptance):
religious and political group integration, integration into instruction groups, into professional,
benevolent, leisure and competitive exercise (such as climbing very high mountains or tour of
the earth) activities, into sports activities, integration into delinquent groups, into the couple
(by marriage or in the grandfather’s or the grandmother’s role) etc.
In all the cases, integration is impregnated with socialization forms.
Synthetically, the integration forms can be differentiated according to the adherence
group size (large groups: ideological, religious; medium groups: political, professional; small
groups: leisure, circles of friends) and to their goal (formative, lucrative ones) (Şchiopu, 1997:
369).
A socio-professionally integrated person must perform a legal (labor agreement) activity
(corresponding to his qualification, if possible), within an organization.
Approached topic
In our opinion, integration should be regarded as a complex of actions developed in order
to obtain an adaptation specific to the characteristics of human and social collectivities.
Through different socialization agents, the individual learns social behaviors, norms and
values that will subsequently lead to socialization. The assimilation of social tools (behaviors,
attitudes, values) induces some attitudinal and behavioral alterations which, in the course of
time, are internalized, and, concomitantly, social integration occurs.
However, to be integrated doesn’t simply mean to identify oneself with the group or to
feel good within a collectivity, but also to be accepted by the other members. Thus, the end of
a socialization process doesn’t mean that you can automatically integrate into a group (it is
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surely helpful), but that you must also match with the respective group members. This situation
determines other variables, too, among which the identification of the respective environment
characteristics, but it is equally important for the group members to make efforts to achieve
this desideratum. There are situations when the individual respects the group norms, but he
doesn’t have a feeling that he belongs to the respective group, and similarly, his integration
into a particular social environment doesn’t ensure his integration into another social
environment.
Social integration through physical activities
The phenomenon related to the physical exercise practice contributes, either purposely or
spontaneously, to the individual’s biological side optimization, in order to render thus possible
his normal functioning in the social life structure (Georgescu, 1998: 109).
Physical education and sports are activity fields that, through their operational means,
create the most natural elements of integration into the specific group and, obviously, through
their characteristics, they facilitate the individual’s social integration.
The athletes’ (initial) appropriate socialization makes easier their integration into the
performance sports environment. This is a special environment, where the specific
potentialities play a major role in the integration process. The integration into sports groups is
much facilitated if the individuals initially have a potential characteristic to the performed
sports discipline and, naturally, if they subsequently acquire, let’s say easily, a psychophysical,
technical-tactical and theoretical capacity appropriate to the event.
The individual who wants to practice a specific sport is determined (energetically
supported), so that he can reach his target, consequently he acts in compliance with the
common norms functioning within the respective group, in order to valorize his potential. This
inner motive facilitates the athlete’s integration into the performance sports environment.
“The physical education and sports activity, and not only, includes in its structure a series
of sides and moments that we shall encounter in any other human activity. Practically, through
physical exercises the individual generally develops this activity within some groups (team,
classroom, friends etc.), he interacts as a social being (moral relations etc.), therefore he is
aware (inter-psychological relations), he gets a certain status, he plays a decisive role etc. He
valorizes his social essence” (Georgescu, 1998: 113).
Through the performed sports activities, human subjects meet some of their needs, but, at
the same time, they extend their possibilities to relate to other individuals (having the same
interests, the same gender or different genders, the same age or different ages etc.).
We all know that graduation is followed by the individual’s employment in a specific
profession. But the graduates’ studies (awarded qualification) don’t always coincide with the
employment profession specific requirements and this situation determines their orientation
toward new requalification forms and, respectively, integration forms.
In the sports activity domain, this situation is more and more frequently met, by taking
into account that many (performance) athletes’ background is predominantly oriented toward a
specific activity field (which usually they haven’t performed). By the end of their sports career,
most of them attempt to get involved into activities related to the performed practical activity.
Sports career usually ends by the age of 25, on an average. At this age, most of the
former sports practitioners want to find a job corresponding to their specific sports branch. And
this the beginning of the most dramatic moments related to their social integration.
Obviously, the top performance athletes’ exceptional qualities recommend them to be
employed in the domain, but, at the same time, most of them confound these qualities with the
abilities required by the position they aspire to, as they think that being an athlete is almost
similar to being a coach.
On the other hand, because of the sports activity specificity (training stages, training
sessions, training camps, competitions, competition calendar etc.), performers don’t have
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enough available time to attend full time academic courses, but a small part of them complete
their studies when their sports career comes to an end.
In recent years, due to the provided education forms and to the foundation of private
higher education institutions, most of the athletes, concomitantly with their sports activity,
complete their studies, which grants them the qualification and, respectively, the right to
practice a specific profession.
The society generally forgets the sacrifices made by some top performers, after they end
their performance career.
Moreover, we shouldn’t ignore that, besides the great sports values, there are also other
athletes who had the same preoccupations, but finally they didn’t succeed in obtaining
outstanding victories, a situation that renders difficult their employment and, implicitly, their
integration into a professional activity compatible with the performed sports activities. This
fact requires all those who work with performance athletes to place a special focus on the
integration of these human values into different professional activities by the end of their sports
“life”.
In addition, we mention that many of the athletes are married and have children, and this
situation makes things even more complicated, by taking into consideration the specificity of
top performance activities.
Conclusions
The former performance athletes should be provided new occupational retraining
opportunities.
Some education forms based on a program adapted to the performed activity specificity
and related to the performers’ training schedule should be created. Some counseling and resocialization programs for the athletes who ended their sports career should be introduced.
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CHILDREN WITH HEARING AND ASSOCIATED DISABILITIES
Aspecte privind reeducarea psihomotrică a copiilor cu disabilităţi auditive şi asociate
Ofelia POPESCU
PhD student I UNEFS
Viorela POPESCU
PhD studentI UNEFS
Rezumat. Copiii cu disabilităţi auditive şi asociate, cu multiple dificultăţi de
învăţare au nevoie de mai mult sprijin la nivel personal, atât din punct de vedere al
educaţiei, cât şi al integrării sociale. Ei au numeroase dificultăţi de comunicare,
senzoriale, fizice şi intelectuale semnificative. La aceşti copii întâlnim o capacitate
redusă de a înţelege informaţii noi sau complexe, de a dezvolta abilităţi noi şi de a fi
independenţi. Material şi metodă: Partea operaţională a cercetării vizează
programe kinetice de recuperare a copiilor cu disabilităţi auditive şi asociate.
Rezultate: S-a constatat că prin aplicarea programelor de stimulare aplicate celor 2
subiecţi s-au înregistrat îmbunătăţiri importante la nivel psihomotric. Concluzii:
Compararea celor 2 subiecţi supuşi studiului nostru scoate în evidenţă necesitatea
adoptării unui program kinetic cât mai timpuriu. Studiul constată importanţa pe
care o reprezintă practicarea sistematică a exerciţiilor fizice adaptate în
recuperarea disabilităţilor auditive şi asociate.
Cuvinte cheie: psihomotricitate, disabilităţi auditive şi asociate
Abstract. Children with hearing and associated disabilities and with multiple
learning disabilities need more support on a personal level, both in terms of
education and social integration. They have many difficulties in communication,
also sensory, intellectual and physical major difficulties. At these children we meet a
reduced ability to understand new or complex information, to develop new skills and
to be independent. Methods: The operational part of research aims to kinetic
recovery programs for children with hearing and associated disabilities. Results: It
was found that by applying stimulation programs to the 2 subjects there were
significant improvements at psychomotricity level. Conclusions: The comparison of
the two subjects undergoing our study highlights the need for a kinetic program as
early as possible. This study notes the importance of the systematic practice of
adapted physical exercises in recovering the hearing and associated disabilities.
Keywords: psychomotricity, hearing and associated disabilities;
Introduction
To design incentive programs for people with sensory and / or associated disabilities is
a challenge for all professionals involved in the process of functional rehabilitation /
reeducating and social integration. The entire team of specialists: a doctor, a psychologist, a
kinesiotherapist and a physical adapted education teacher makes a series of assessments and
predictions, by establishing means of intervention in different directions and then each
specialist works separately with subjects within its area of competence.
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In this complex process, the specific objectives of kinesiology and physical adapted
education in hearing disability are not very different from the set for normally developing
children objectives, these objectives having a key role in the development of educational
process, on all its plans, being outlined as follows:
- chest muscle development and its elasticity;
- respiratory educational act and increasing respiratory vital capacity;
- psychomotricity components development, based on valid senses recovery;
- positive character traits develop;
- training and confidence in individual capacities, desire for social integration and for
participation to collective action.
Stănescu (2002), considers that the main coordinates in the underlying composition of
psychomotric education represent the base of the training programs. They are:
• finding out each child’s peculiarities; through an appropriate and regular evaluation,
the teacher will be able to establish the most appropriate contents and to dose them;
• the consistency of contents proposed to be realized with children’s needs of
development, as individuals; in this respect will start from the main activity of the low ages
child- the game (proposed by the teacher or by the child);
• monitoring the overall development of children’s personality; any program objectives
should highlight all the valences on all plans of personality and not to be limited to the physical
and psychomotrical side;
• implementation of the program should be individualized; in order to carry out such
teaching intervention, it should put a special accent on children's early awareness of the work
they perform.
Most experts consider that inadequate or insufficient educational stimulation for
children with hearing disabilities, compared with hearing children, goes to a different psychophysical-motric development. These children tend to isolation, a trend supported mostly by
parents.
Subjects with hearing disabilities have difficulties in processing verbal information,
with or without amplification, which hinders the educational and social performance.
According to D. Gallahue (1993), common signs of this deficiency are:
- faulty speech patterns (tone, timbre and volume);
- tilting your head to one side;
- lack of attention, dreamy attitude, difficulty in following teacher instructions,
difficulty in detecting the person speaking and the content of speech;
- emotional instability, school failure, difficulties in group integration (chat, games);
- social inferiority complex.
Training and development of auditory-motor perceptions determines the ability to learn
and function effectively, by receiving, communication, organization, integration and
expression of their appropriate responses. These responses determine individual’s opportunity
to travel and to learn by moving in special environmental conditions. Perceptual-motric
development in children occurs in a natural way, without interfering in particular, but in the
case of a child with disabilities, specific measures are necessary for ensuring perceptual-motric
experiences which will maximize the remaining senses, compensating the absence of certain
sensory abilities (for example. in case of poor balance, impaired coordination segment, there is
an immature body scheme and poor spatial orientation).
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Materials and methods
Hypothesis
Use of incentive programs to meet specific means of kinesiology combined with
specific physical adapted education and sport can provide an important development of
children’s psychomotricity with hearing and associated disabilities.
Material and methods
Research took place in the Kindergarten for deaf children in Bucharest, and research
subjects were 2 girls, first one- 3 years old and the second one 8 years old.
Methods
• professional references study method;
• history of the experience (during illness);
• pedagogical observation;
• case study;
• test method.
Table no.1. Teaching Project
Children: P. E.

Children: M. A.

Age: 8 years

Age : 3 years

Specific bjectives:

Specific objectives

1. Listening and execution of orders.

1. Listening and execution of orders.

2.Achievement and imitation of exercises with
help from the kinesiotherapist

Specific materials: balls, fixed
ladder, Bobath ball, mat.

2. Achievement and imitation of exercises with
help from the kinesiotherapist
3.
Educating strength, coordination capabilities, the
balance and learning the motor
basic skills (walking, running, grip).
Specific materials: balls, fixed
ladder, Bobath ball, mat.

MEDICAL DIAGNOSIS

MEDICAL DIAGNOSIS

Optic nerve dysplasia

Retinopathy of prematurity

Psychomotoric retardation

Persistent ductus arteriosus

Spastic paraparesis

Psychomotoric retardation

Cortical deafness

Difficulty in coding verbal message

3.Formation
of travel capacity with minimal help by
developing courage and emotional sensation.

Hypotonia
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KINETIC DIAGNOSIS

KINETIC DIAGNOSIS

Psychomotoric retardation

Psychomotoric retardation

REFERENCEOBJECTIVES
1. Organizing body schema and selfimage formation.
2. Child’smotility stimulating for poor motric
skills development.
3.Correction / acquire basic motor skills.

REFERENCEOBJECTIVES
1. Organizing body schema and selfimage formation.
2.Child’s otility stimulating for poor motric
skills development.
3. Correction / acquire basic motor skills.

Table no. 2. Content for P.E children
Lesson structure
Preparing
the body for
effort

Stimulating neuropsychiatric
component

Stimulating
articular muscle
component

Content

Dosage

1. Lift from the sitting position
2. Walk while holding both hands

2’

4. Standing in front of a mirror
1-2head flexion
3-4 head extension
5. Standing in front of a mirror
1- carrying arms sideways
2- back
3- carrying arms sideways
4- back
6. Standing in front of a mirror
1- carrying arms in front and
then upward
2- back
3- carrying arms in front and
then upward
4back

(4x4
times)

7. Sitting on a Bobath ball with
hands on capacity. - Eg. balance
8.Supine withpalms on the matrolling.
9. Supine
with legs in triple flexion
1-8 pushing with the feet in the
chest of capacity
10. Sitting with the face to fixed
scale lift each leg on the first strip
11. Putting balls in a box on
demand

10’

81

Methodical and
organizational indications

(8x4
times)

With capacity help.

Slow motion with capacity
help. (arms outstretched)

Slow motion with capacity
help.(arms outstretched)
(8x4
times)

Slow motion with capacity
help.
x5
Leg tension
x5
Moving hands on the strip and
lifting leg.

Listening to the
andexecuting it.

demand
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Body
recovery
after exercise

12.Normal gait
13. Normal gait with shaking
arms
14. Normal gait with arms in
front; up-breath
15. Opening the door

With capacity help.
2’

Demand Execution

Each hour is followed by walking with bent knees on the corridor of the kindergarten.
Unless the child rose from his chair at least 2 times a day in order to walk , he forgot walking
stages and she became scared .
Table no. 3. Content for M.Achildren
Lesson structure
1
Preparing
the body for
effort

Stimulating neuropsychiatric
component

Content
2
1.Normal gait
2.Walking
on
with arms up
3.Jogging

Dosage

Methodical and
organizational indications

3
tips

4. Standing in front of a
mirror
1-2head flexion
3-4 head extension
5. Standing in front of a
mirror
1- carrying arms
sideways
2- back
3- carrying arms
sideways
4- back
6. Standing in front of a
mirror
1- carrying arms in
front and then upward
2- back
3- carrying arms in
front and then upward
4back

82

2’

(4x4
times)

4
Fast
Slow
Fast

With capacity help.

(8x4
times)

Slow motion with capacity help
and afterwards alone. (arms
outstretched)

(8x4
times)

Slow motion with capacity help
and afterwards alone.(arms
outstretched)
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Stimulating
articular muscle
component

Body recovery
after exercise

7. Sitting on a Bobath ball
with hands on capacity. Eg. balance
8.The knee roll and afterroll
movement of quadrupeds
9. Hands on the knees -on
the mat rolling.
10. Supine
with legs in triple flexion
1-8 pushing with the feet in
the chest of capacity
11.Sitting with the face at
the fixed scale climbing and descending st
airs.
12. Putting balls in a box on
demand
13.Normal gait
14. Normal gait with
shaking arms
15. Normal gait with arms
in front; up-breath
16. Opening the door

Slow motion.
It insists on dragging feet and ha
nds moving.
10’

Lifting oneself of the supine
position.

x5

Leg tension

x5

Moving hands on the strip and
lifting leg.
Listening to the demand
andexecuting it.

Fast
Slow
Fast
Demand Execution

2’

Each hour is followed by ascending and descending stairs inside the kindergarten.
Climbing and descending stairs is made without help.

Results of the research
The research results are presented in evaluation form of psychomotric development.
Table no. 4. Research results
M. A.
Matters Covered

Initial notes
2.10.2008
NO W

P.E.
Final notes
8.06.2009

G. VG

NO

W

G

Initial notes
2.10.2008

Final notes
8.06.2009

VG NO W G VG NO W G VG

Adequate postular control
-head-position control
-lying
-rolling
-support
on the forearms, elbows, kn
ees,
hands - knees

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X
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X
X

X

X
H
X
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-sitting
-crawling
-standing

X

X
X
X

X
X
H
X
H

-position bipedal

X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X
H

Basic positions and movements
-positions and movements
of the head:
right, forward, backward,
wheelwrights
positions and hand movem
ents:
forward,
backward, sideways, up
and down, bent, stretched
-positions and
movements of the
feet, stretching, bending, til
ting (forward
and
backward),
on
the peaks, on
the
heels, on one foot
-positions and
movements of
the trunk: bend (front,
rear, side), twisting,
rocking

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Basic motric conduct
-gait
-runnig
-jump
-ascent, descent
-climbing

X

X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X

body scheme
-the main body segments
-location of body segments
-their identification
and
name

X
X
X

X
X

SELF IMAGE
-recognition in the mirror /
photo.
- recognition of
her
surname.
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Basic skills and
hand gestures
-grip
-press
-stringing
-bending
Lateralitate
-predominantly right
-predominantly left
-ambidextruous

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X
X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X
X

Orientation and mobility
-touch
-targeting visual stimuli
-targeting auditory stimuli
-targeting olfactory stimuli
-shift
to visual
stimuli, auditory and olfact
ory

X

X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

The items used to assess psycho- motric development revealed that the subject MA has
improved the psychomotric level development in all parts studied, compared to the subject
P.E., who had slower and smaller improvements:
- postural control (1 weak-roll);
- basic postures and movements (2 weak-position and movement of the head and feet);
- basic motric behavior (1 weak-walking help);
- body schema (no progress);
- self-image (1 weak- surname personal recognition);
- hand gestures and basic skills (2 very good – grasping and pressing, 1weak - bending);
- side (1 weak - predominantly right);
- orientation and mobility (3 good - touching, hearing and movement direction after
stimulation by auditory and olfactory stimuli).
Please note that the way will depend entirely on the person concerned and the
complexity of its difficulty. For example subject Elena Petrescu has a worse evolution because
of the existing associated diagnosis (diagnosis of optic nerve dysphasia, psychomotric
retardation, spastic paraparesis, cortical deafness and hypotonia).Therefore, we stress once
again that one should work with a subject at an individual level and not starting from a general
description.
Conclusions
Programs designed for subjects with hearing and associated components disabilities will
address to the components of psyhomotricity dynamic harmonized with muscle toning
techniques and the developing motor as a whole.
Following the case studies conducted, we can say that in terms of the incentive
programs focused on the same benchmarks, the content should be personalized through the
means used and the dosage of effort on the one hand, and especially in terms of severity of
disability and child's personality traits.
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Engage in specific activities of kinesiology and physical adapted education should be
done at ages as low as possible in order to produce significant effects in smaller time intervals.
Curriculum for physical education, an important component of any health program,
should aim at initiating an active lifestyle, which must accompany the subject throughout their
lives.
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